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1.1 SCOPE 
SECTION 1 
INl'ROD U CT ION 
This is the second of two volumes comprising the SCEDS Final Report. It con-
tains the detailed resl'lts of aU Part I study tasks. Volume I pro vides an Exeeu-
tive Summary of the study results. This report is the final delberable contract 
data item. It satisfies the requirement for Line Item 3 (DRD MA-664T) of 
DRL 1'-1346. 
This seC'tion provides an overview and top level summary of the study objectives, 
approach, and results. 
1.2 STUDY OVERVIEW 
The top level objectives of the SCEDS program are: 
u. To dcfin(~ a basic Shuttle flight experiment which will provide needed data 
on construction of large space systems from the Orbiter., where it is not 
practicable to obtain the data from g-round tests. This includes experiments 
in these areas: 
1. Predicted dynamic behavior of a representative large structure. 
2. On-orbit construction operations. 
3. Orbiter control during and after construction. 
b. To identify and define evolutionary or supplemental flight experiments for 
development or augmentation of a basic flight experiment. . 
The study activities were divided into six major tasks with appropriate sub-tasks 
within the major task headings as shown in Fig-;lre 1-1. The first half of the 
study was almost entirely Tasl< 1 wherein candidates for deployable structures, 
the basic experiment , EVA /Rl\lS operations. and suitcase experiments are identi-
fied, described, and evaluated. A study B'ld evaluation of damping techniques 
for the structure was conducted and a damping augmentation approach WllS 
selected. The effects of restowage and return of the experiment were also identi-
fied. Task 1 resulted in the selection and re:.:ornmendation of experiments and 
concepts that were reviewed for final selection by the joint NASA /JSC, Draper 
Lab, Convair workjng team at this midterm review. 
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Thl~ selected concepts, tests, experiments, and operations were then used to 
prepare a preliminl.lrY design and analysis in Tnsk 2. The proliminary desig'u 
data were used to derive mass properties and dynamic modes for the experiment 
for further analysis by Draper Lab in Tusk 4. Task 5 genernted n pl'climinm."Y 
test plan for the Space Construction Experiment. and a pl'ogram plan and cost 
estimate for the program were prepared in Tasl( 6. 
1. 3 SUMMARY 
ThH preliminary design for a basic Space Constructi.on Experiment and concepts 
for additional suitcase experiments for Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) and 
Remote ivlanipulator System (RMS) construction operation WiJre developed to 
incorporate the following characteristics: 
s. SCE will share a Shuttle mission with other payloads as a payload of 
opportunity. 
b. SCE will remain attached to the orbiter throu(jhout test. Jettison capability 
is provided; however, the experiment will normally be restowcd and returned 
to earth by the orbiter. 
c. SCE will exercise a variety of app:::'opriate Lurg'c Space System (LSS) corl-
strucHon and assembly operationsl.l.ilizing· basic Spa.ce Transportation 
System (STS) capabilities (EVA. RMS, CCTV, ILLUMINATION, etc.) to 
be correlated with groun t;,tl.!sts and simulutions. 
d. SCE uses representative LSS elements. The basic experiment employs a 
deployable low natural frequency struct \\rc. The structure wiH have a very 
low coefficient of thermal expansion achievable through the use of graphite 
composite materials of construction. Structural dynamic tests will provide 
data to be correlated with math and ground test models. 
e. SCE provides options to approach proven capabilities of the orbiter conser-
vatively and safely exceed proven limits to establish usable capabilities for 
control, mission timelines, and critical interfaces. These options include. 
variablility of mass moment of inertia and variable damping augmentation. 
Details supporting the SCEDS system concept development arc presented in the 
body of this volume. The text is nrranged by topic and discipline rather than by 
individual study task to avoid frr.gmenting the trcatment (;f [.pccific system defi-
nition efforts. 
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SECTION 2 
STRUC'l'URE 
Analysis and trades were performe," to define and select a represeI'.tative deploy-
able Large Space System structure for the basic experiment. A comprehensive 
list of requirements applicablEl to near term Large Space Systems candidates was 
derived and used 'for eValuation. Candidate structures were selected from known 
concepts in var~ous stag'es of development. Two alternate structures were 
selected for further evaluation as part of the SCE trades and analysis pl"esented 
in Section 4. 
2.1 DEPLOYABLE STRt:CTURES REQUIREMENTS 
LaJrge Space Systems such as the Space Operrtions Center (SOC), Geostationary 
Platform (Geopllltform), Scien(!e and Applications Space Platform (SASP), and 
Space Based Radar (SBR) are being studied and defined today for potentiitl 
implementation in the near future. In defining requirements for the Space Con-
struction Expel"iment, these then are the primary applications to consider, if 
ind.eed SCE is to be a cornerstone of near term space construci:ion efforts. 
Concepts for the aforementioned systems' are shown in Figure 2-1. Each repre-
sents an integrated modular construction approach. whereby basic system elements 
such as reflectors, feed modules, habitability modules, and power modules arc 
intEll'cormected '~hrough a primary structural element, usually depicted as a 
deployable truss. It is conceivabl~ that a sing"Ie deployable truss element could 
be developed to meet most of the needs of these and other future space platforms. 
Use' of such an element in the SeE will both assure an applicable data base for 
1 .. S8 design and bring the technology for LSS structures to a high initial statt'l 
of readiness. 
The most significant factor in achieving acceptable structural performance is 
selection of a structural concept with the best overall capabilities and subsequent 
o'"ltimization of its configuration and sizing. A review of selected LSS concepts 
revealed requirements which were uSi.!d to evaluate space truss candidates. 
Table 2-1 summarizes these requiJ:'emen~..; and indlcates which have major impor-
tance to the systems considered. The major factors are discus3ed below: 
a. Physical Characteristics. It is generlllly desirable, and i.~equently c~itical, 
to minIinizestructul'uldistortions that r(;sult from elastic strruns and lor 
thermal expansion/contruction. In large st:ructures such distOl>tion effects 
can result in high, tra.nsient. locali.zed loading of individual structural 
elements. It can also degrade system performance. These effectn can be 
reduced by selecting structural material havin[;, low coefficient of thermo] 
expansion (CTE), low density, and hif~h elastic modulus" Equally effectiv-e 
in reducing deviations from ,'}ominal structural shape is selection of a 
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structural type and configuration that is inherently and characteristically 
stable in shape. and that is proportioned and sized to adequately exploit 
those characteristics. 
b. St,?wage and Deployme~t Fnc!?rs. The structure must be capable of being· 
efficiently packaged for stowage in the launch vehicle. and of being 
mechanically deployed in a controlled fashion. The deployment sequence 
must be arrest able and reversible at any stage of deployment and must 
e:li:hibit a high degree of mechanical reliability, without involvement of 
E"tra Vehicular Activity (EVA). Ability of the structure to withstand 
shear and bending loads during d.?ployment is essential for Orbiter-attached 
operations. 
2- 3 
c. System CompatibUity Factors. In its deployed eonfif}uration.. and during 
dcploymerlt. the structul'e- must be capable of accommodating and supporting 
functional subsystems (e.g., preinstalled hu::-dware and servi.ce lines). 
For applications such as the SOC. where the system size exceeds the size 
potential of a single deployed structure. it will typically be necessary to 
individually deploy several such structural flmodules fl and then integ'rnt(: 
them to form a larger assembly. The structure must. therefore. possess 
suitable interface features which will facilitate such integration. 
Similarly. hardpoin"ts on the structure will be needed for the installation of 
operational subsystems and equipment (e. g .• feed. reflector. and array 
installations) • 
The structural configuration should also be suitable for accommodation of 
EVA excursions along the structural modules for purposes of system assembly. 
inspection. troubleshooting. l'Opnil'. and maintenance. This implies that the 
structure must be durable enough to withstand reasonable wear and tear and 
con.tact with personnel performing system construction and maintenance opera-
tions. 
2.2 DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURES SELECTION 
A review of available data on deployable structures and LSS technology plus 
Convair's in-house activities in the design and development of space structures 
led to selection of ten representative LSS structural beam elements as candtdatfJ3 
to be evaluated for applicability to the Space Construction Experiment. These . 
candidates are shown in Figure 2-2. 
2. 2.1 !~VALUATION APPROACH. To establish a fail" comparative basis for the 
structural candidates to be evaluated. it we::; decided to apply the following con-
ditions to each candidate. . 
a. Each beam candidate was sized to OC(!Upy 90% of the usable Orbitel' payload 
envelope when fully folded/retra(~tt:.d for transportation. 
\ 
b. Thc~ rigid structural elements of each beam candidate were assumed to have 
a hmgth-to-radius-of-gyro.tion ratio (L/ p) ::: 250. probably the maximum 
value that would be used for LSS applic;.,tions. 
c. All structures were assumed to be made of g'raphite/epoxy composite 
material. 
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2.2.2 CANDIDATE STRUCTURES DESCRIPTIONS. The selected structures 
concepts are described as follows: 
a. Concel2.!_~!:2Idcd AS!E:>_~~~ith_~.2:·ticulu~~d LOl1J;;~!ons-.J~efer~ce ~Q. 
The Articulated Astromast, sized to fully utilize the orbiter payload bay. is 
shown stow .. ::J. in the Orbiter in Figure 2- 3. Allowing space within the envelope 
for a surrounding canister ,. the 3. 5rn equilateral triangular frames represent 
the largest: size stow able. The mast structure consists, also, of long'eron 
segments pivotally connected to the apices of the triangular frames, and 
tension ties that C1'088- brace the three rectangular faces of each bay. The 
transition from stowf'd (!onfigurativn to deployed configuration requires a 
powered mechanism to extend each bay and activate diagonal cable tension-
ing latches. This deployment and retl'ac~ion control of the structure is 
provided within the canister .J.Ssembly. If each bay of the structure 
occupies a 7.6 cm increment of the 16.5 III usable payload bay length. the 
total number of bays is 216. The depl,>yed length of each bay of structure 
is approximately 3.2 m. thus, the total deployed length of the mast is 691. 3m. 
The limitations and the less attractive characteristics of Concept 1 are: 
1. Due to the extensive use of diagonal cables, the bending and torsion 
stiffness of the structure will be lower than comparablp. structures 
which use rigid diagonal members. 
2. The necessary pretensioning of the tension ties (in the deployed con-
figuration) resuJ.ts in axial preloading of the 10ngel'Olld, which may 
reduce column loe.d.ing capability. . 
3. Special provision must be made to ensure control of the (slaclt) tension 
ties during deployment to prevent fouling. 
b" Concept 2 - Folding B ox:J3 earn . Three foldable box beam concepts were 
selected for evaluation. These are described as follows: . 
L Concept 2a. Si~Qe Fold Box _~eam (Reference 1) . 
The single fold box beam (configured and sized to fully utilize the 
Orbiter payload bay) is illustrated (stowed in the Orbiter) in Figure 
2-4. All longitudinal structural members lie approximately parallel to 
the axis of the Orbiter. In this arrangement, the maximum achievable 
length of the component structural element is approximateJy 8. 2m, or 
just les3than half the &vailable payload bay length. The maximum 
achievable package size is 3m square. If the structural elements are 
8.6cm square tubes, then 14 bays of structure can be accommodated 
within the 3m square envelope. This, when deployed, would provide 
a beam 115. 2m 10l:g with a rectangular section 8. 2m x 3. Om. 
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Deployment could be effected incrementally (one bay at a time) using 
spring-loaded joints or by driving the telescopic diagonal struts, or 
by means of pull-cable system; however, a complex support structure 
would be required to react bending louds incurred during deployment. 
For retraction, the mechanical support equi.pment would be UG"'J, to 
effect reversal of the sequence. To accommodate this equiplTll:!nt, the 
achievable deployed length (stated above) for the stru.cture would be 
reduced. 
In its deployed configuration, the box beam bay has diagonally braced, 
rectangular bay facets on all four sides. On two opposite sides, the 
diagonals are telescopic struts which extend during deployment. With 
the exception of these telescopic members, the st:ructure has a high 
efficiency and has conventional structural geometry. Also, packaging 
density is very low. Even when sized to fully occupy the Orbiter 
payload bay it weighs only 937 kg. 
2. Conce)2t 21J. Double Fold Box Beam (Reference 1) 
The double fold version of the box beam concept features telescopic 
diagonals on all four faces of the structural cells, so that a greater 
packaging density is achieved by folding in the Y-axis direction, 
as well as in the Z-axis direction. In this version (shown in Fig-· 
ure 2-5), the maximum achievable length of the component 
stl'llctural element is apprmnmately 5. 5m, just less than one-third 
the usable payload bay length. Tube diruneter is 5.72cm for 
(L / p) = 250, and thuB. 22 bays of structure can be accommodated 
within the 3. Om square envelope. The deployed size of the structure, 
therefore. is 120.7m x 120.7m x 5.5m, which is more a platform thana 
beam. 
Since the primary interest is in beams. rather than platforms, a 
feasible alternative is a version that stows in the furm vf fourteen 
separate, stacked, layers rath.er than as a single, integrated struc-· 
ture. Each layer would then be individually deployed to become a 
linear 22-cell (bay) beam, 120. 7m x 5. 5m x 5. 5m. 
Each beam is deployed. in turn, in two stages. First the entire 
beam is extended in the Z-a."ds direction. The second stnge is the 
bay-by-bay unfolding in the Y-axis direction. When all 22 bays 
are extended, the 5. 5m square beam attains its full length of 120. 7m. 
Support equipment required for these events would include a stowage 
pallet with the capability of elevating the package as the payload is 
extended; a support f:r-ame to interface between the deploying beam 
and the Orbiter i means of retaining the beams in the vicinity of the 
Orbiter ufter deployment and ejection; and means of joining the 
deployed beams to form the desired structural assembly. 
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Thus. compared with the sing:lo-fold concopt. tho c;,oublo-fold vorsion 
offol's signit~cnnt1y g'l'Mter pllckH€~jn~r density. but roqUh'OB V1l)l'Y 
complox support equipmont. Tho woights of a full payload of the 
doubll.~ fold structure would npprollch tho totol cnpnbility of tho 
Orbital'. 
Both the ~~i.nglo- Hnd double-fold versions of tho box beam requiro 
complex pivoted joints Ilt thl~ structu1'111 nodes to permit mochaniclll 
folding of the ntl'llcturc. 
A l'ol"ltiv(lly low l'eliability 1'Ilting must result fl'Om tho extensive use 
of tolescopic struts, which comprise 17% of the structurul components 
in tho single-fold vm'sion Ilnd 34% in tho doublu- fold vOl'sioll, 
Fully I\utomnted do£>loyment nnd l'otl'tlction is fotlsible. but tlccommoda-
tion of the r(~quired ~lUpport equipment would impuet achievablo beam 
sizo Ilnd l'olinbility. due to high comploxity of the roquired deployment 
lIlechUllimns. 
3. Concept 2c. Deplo;",llble Box Truss (Hl1ferencl' ~:!) 
Tho l;;xtrliSS-conc~:pt. config'i.ircd· undstzcd to i\'iily utilize the 
Orbiter pllylond buy. is illustrllted (stowed) in Fit~'.lro 2- 6. AIUontp-
tudinn.l structurul members lie npproxilllHtely parallel to the X-axis of 
the Orbiter, The nominal longih of tho component stl't1ctul'll1 dl~mont3 
is S,23m (i.e,. just less than hnlf tht~ hmgth of tho pllylolltl). The 
cross section sizo of the stowage envelope is tni<en to be 3. Om x 3.0m 
squHre, If the structm'nl elements nrc Sqlllll'O seetion tubes with n . 
slendtH'llesS rHtio of 250. their cross s~~ction i:s 17, 17em squnre, These 
stncked lubes l'epreslHlt one bl\y (colI) of strud uro: t h01'ofo1'o. five 
buys CHn be Hccoll1ll1odlltl1d in the :1. 05111 widt h of tilt' envt'lope, Hnd tho 
nUmbtH' of SCPUl'HtC. pllckllged beams thllt cun be stucked in the 3,05m 
height of tht1 stowllfl'e envelope is four, Thus. ::h It plIy10·,d provides 
four. five bay. sq lIarc ~ecti()n box beums. ench beam hnving tI deployed 
IOl1l:('th of 82. 3m Hlld u deployed section of 16,5111 ' 1 t3. 5m, .Joined 
end-to-cnd. H 3~HIll long beflm could btl Ilsselllbl(1d, 
Fat' stowng".), struts oriented in the X Hnd Z dirt'etion::; hnve pivotal 
joints lit their midspan point lind lit theil' lmds. By folding tlwsn 
struts, above tllosl) pivots, lind simultaneously windll1~T,··in the C1'08S-
bruce tnpes •. the strueture is Illude to retrnct. This I'etl'uction ellpu·· 
bUity exists in both the X llnd Z tiiJ'cctions. Hnt! can be pel'fat'med 
Hill1ultmH!oHsly l)l' in discretel:ll1q \lenee, 
For deployment, the first Htllg'C is tlw vertical elevation of tho first 
btl/un f1'om t1w pnylollli bay, Thl~ second stllg'(~ is tli •. ' bny-by··bny 
extonsion of the beHm in tht) axial direction, By spring'··londing- tlil~ 
pivots and br controlling" the l'lIte of tllpO deployment. it Illlly bl' . 
possiblo to Ilehievo tl d\~grell of l~(\lltl'olled self-deployment. but tho 
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Fig-ure 2-6. Deployable Box Truss I\laximum Geometry Concept 
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bay of structure is basically unstable until its articulated struts have 
strru.({htened Hnd locked. It would. therefore. be neccBsary to provide 
additional support equipment to effect deployment. Provisions must 
also be made to retain the deployed beams in the vicinity of the Orbiter 
while the remtlining beams are similarly elovated. deployed. and ejected. 
The weight of such a payload would approach the total capability. of 
the Or.bitel'. 
This strilcturai concept. thus. has efficient packag'cability and pro-
vides a structur.al geometry of regular cubic cells. Square fuce cells 
b..··e not necessarily the most efficient structure. since they are lucking 
in inherent rigidity. This requires that the square faces must be 
converted to triang'les by the addition of diagonal elements. The 
approach of triangulating the cross-brace tape cables is appropriate. 
but represents a significant increase in complexity which tends to 
decrease mechanical reliability. 
Further. since the tapes are relatively long and cannot be substantiul 
in crObS sectional arca. tlwy still may not provide a sufficient degree 
of rigidity to the deployed structure. Reliability of tape containment 
Ilnd tension control during the deployment stages is tl major concern 
for this concept. 
The provision of cuble payout control also provides the potentinl of 
controlled !"etr':lction of the structure. However. for l'ctrnction capa-
bility, means must also be provided to unlock and 'break' the strut 
mid-span pivot joint. 
c. Beam Conce~.:::...."Y II £ram~ll1st. This structural concept. shown in 
Figure 2-7. is bnsically triangulnr in section and consists of three lont1'erons. 
equally spaced fl~ames. lllld tension ties that provide cross- bracing benveen 
frtlmes. To enable folding' for packaging. the longet'on elements are ·Pl"Ovided 
with pivoted joints locnted midway between frnmes. Foldhll~ is effected by 
simply rotating the longeron clements about the tips of the frames. 
Adjacent long-cron elements. thus. rotate in opposite directions to package 
in accordion fushion. This enables extremely dense. axial pncknging with 
ench 2.l(im bay of structure reducing to a leng-th incroment equal to the 
1. Scm diameter of the longel'on element. 
A beam of this type. designed to fully occupy the Orbiter bay would. 
ther.efore. be eHpnble of deploying to a length of ~~~~: x 2.16 = 1975m 
Hnd would have a weight of approximately 3175 I'g. 
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The deploYMent drive mechanism is mounted in the pnclmge support cradle 
which would occupy the full length of the payload bay. The cradle rotates 
out of the payload buy to stand erect for deployment of the beam. Three 
guide rails e2!.:tend from the cradle approximately flft.een feet. to support 
. each successive bay of structure as it transitions through the deployment 
phase. 
The limitations and the less attractive characteristics of the concept are: 
1. Due to the extensive use of tension ties. tho bending and torsion 
stiffness of the structure is low compared to similar structures with 
rigid diagonal members. 
2. The necessary pr€!tensioning of the tension ties (in the deployed con-
figuration) results in axial preloading of the longerons. thus reducing 
column loading capability. 
3. Special provision must be made to ensure con1:1'Ol of the slack diagonnl 
cables during' deployment and retraction to prevent fouling. 
4. The deployed cross section size of the beam is limited to approximately 
one-hnlf of the diameter of the stowage envelope, due to its larger 
stowed cross section. 
d. Diamond and Hellf-Diamond Concep.!! 
1. Beam_ConceEt 4a. Diamond Be~n.?. 
This concept features controlled. step-by-step deployment from its 
initial packag'ed configuration in which all members lie in parallel 
orientation. The first stage of deployment is a lateral translation to 
a diamond-shape. Longitudinnl deployment then proceeds, bay by 
bay. Each bay is driven through its deployment stroke by a pair of 
actuators in the two side guide rails. 
As the mid-jointed members lock straight. the structural bay assumes 
~ull rigidity and stability, and is expelled from the guide rails as the 
following bay goes through a similar deployment sequence. This con-
tinues in dis.:!rete increments until all baY5 nre deployed and the 
full-length beam cantilevers rigidly from the guide rails. The deploy-
ment sequence can be arrested and even reversed, if necessary, tIt 
any stage of beam deployment. 
The deployed geomE!try of the concept fully exploits the benefits of 
triangulation. which g"ives the structure a high deg'ree of stiffness 
and structural efficiency. A degree of structural redundancy exists: 
in each bay !lny member may be removed without loss of structurnl 
integrity of the remaining structure. 
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Figure 2-8 illustrates the maximum oize potential of the concept. The 
Orbiter payload bay is shown loaded to maximum (90%) capacity. 
The component struts of the packaged beams are oriented transversely 
in the payload bay within the 3.05m square envelope. The slenderness 
ratio groundrule sizes the tubes to 2. 54cm diameter. Since there' are 
seven tubes in the stack. the height of each package is O.IBm, and 
'seventeen beains can be stacked within the height envelope. 
In the longitudinal direction. each structural bay folds to an effective 
length appro'x\mately equal to foul' tube diameters. or 10. 2cm. There-
fore, number of bays pel' beam packageable in the 16. 46m payload bay 
is 161. and the deployed length is 490.'lm per beam module. The 
seventeen beams that comprise the total payload could be joined end'-
to-end to form a long beam. side-by-side to form a platform. or at 
ang'les in T, L, or t:. relationships. 
The deployed section shape is diamond (two equilateral triangles 
back-to-back). A square section shupe can be readily achieved if 
de&ired by lengthening the internal cross members. Some improve-
ment in beam s~ction properties also results. 
2. 13 eam Conc!1?.L'!2.:......1Ialf-Dillm~nd Trian f:~l_~!.:..'!~s~ 
This concept is similar to concept 4a except that the section is tri-
angular in shape wh~~reus concept tIn is double-triangular. or 'diamond' 
in shape. 
This represents a 30% reduction in tubular component count, However. 
there is no longer redundancy in the structure. and foldable C1'08S-
braced struts or diagonal tension cables must now be added to stabilize 
the rectangular face of each bay. The introduction of tension cubles 
into the primary structure system represents some reduction in tor-· 
siona! rirpdHy. shear rigidity. and thermal stability, but the reduced 
section packages more compactly. permitting a 76% increase in the 
number of beams stowable. 
Since there are now only four tubes in the stack. the height of each 
package is only 0.1 meter. so thirty can be stowed in the 3. 05nl height 
of the stowa[;~e envelope. Thirty such beams joined eud-to-end would 
have an overall length of 14.810 rn. 
e. Be!.lm C~!.l~t 5 - Tetr.:::..!?e!1I!~. This linearly extendable beum is illustrated 
in Figure 2-9. The two inclined structural faces have triangular geometry 
while tho third consists of cross-braced rectllng'ulul:' punels. 
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Each long-itudinal member has pivot joints at its ends and its mid-span poInt 
which enables folding. Figure 2-9 shows u packaging nrra.n.~~Gment with 
four such beams sized to occupy the Shuttle Orbiter payload envelope. In 
the fully paclwged stage, ea.ch bay of structure contracts to an effective 
length of 12. 7cm. Assuming an available pnyload bay length of 16. 46m, the 
maximum beam length stow able would have 129 bays, giving a deployed 
length of 314.6m. 
f. Beam Concept 6 - I?~lt~~am. This triangular section, shown in Figure 
2-10, is characterized by rectangular facets on all three structural faces. 
stabilized by cross-brace tension cables. Each 10ngeron segment is pro-
vided with pivot hinges at the batten frames and at mid-span. These 
pivots allow the longeron seg-ments to be folded inward. thm drawing 
the frames together to achieve the packaged configuration. By carefully 
nflsting the folded longeron segment within the frames, a pacltaged length 
per bay of two diameters can be achieved, i.e., 2 x 3.33 = 6.66cm. The 
. . 16.46 x 100 
number of bays stowable m the IG.46m payload length IS ~':66'- = 247. 
Therefore, total deployed length is 247 x 4m = 988m. 
g. . Beam Concept 7 - Tele-Mast. This concept consists of six telescoping 
segments each 16.46m long. They ar(~ graduated in diameter from 4.27m 
down to 3. 35m, so they nest comfortably within each other with a nom-
inal clearance of 7. 6cm.· Deployment is effected in a t(;11escopic manner 
by progressively extending the segments by means of a drive assembly 
consisting of a floating nut on a rotating, threaded drive shaft as shown 
in Figure 2-11. ' . 
Deployment takes place by rotating the screw, which in turn causes the 
nut to translate. The nut contains a mechanism which unlatches all sec-' 
. tions, plus a· hook. element that captures the base of each section and pro-
vides a means to drive the sections outward. 
When the first section nears the end of its travel, it latches with the upper 
flange of the adjacent section. When latching is complete, the drive unit 
reverses direction • causing the nut element to return down the screw until 
it unlatches the second section and en gages its base. The drive unit again 
reverses dire(!tion and drives the second section outward in the same manner 
as the first section. The sequence is repeated until all sections are deployed. 
Provisions can be made to permit unlatching and l.'eturn of the mast to its 
packaged state. 
Deployed lengih is 6 x 16.46 ::: 98. 8m. If the nominal wall thickness is 0.025", 
the total weight of the mast, including the drive system and the latching / 
unlatching devices would be approximately 4082 kg. 
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:!.2.3 DEPLOYABLE STHUCTURES EVALUATION. Each of the candidate 
~----------~-."----------'--------deployable space structures beartlB were assessed on a scale of 1 to 10 with 
respect to the selected evuluation criteria as shown in Table 2- 2. In addition, 
8l weighting factor which Elmphusized the relative importance of each of the criteria 
was applied. 
Table 2- 2. Numerical Evaluation of Structures Concepts 
Roling (V) Seal& • 1-10 
WI Concopt Eveluol/on crllerlo 'aclor 
x 1 211 2b 2c 3 4a 4b 5 6 1 
Packagabilily (VOJVpl 7 5 2 6 4 5 9 10 4 4 2 
Slmnglh 4 5 7 7 6 5 7 6 6 5 9 
Slittness 6 4 7 7 4 3 6 7 6 3 10 
Column stability 6 2 6 6 5 5 8 7 7 5 10 
Thermal stability 6 4 9 10 4 4 10 10 to 5 10 
ROliabUity (mach & struct) 7 5 7 4 5 5 6 II 6 5 7 
Controlled deployment 7 9 4 5 II 9 10 to 7 5 9 
Retraction capability 4 9 3 3 4 5 9 9 4 4 9 
Suitability as modulos lor space 5 6 6 6 6 7 to 9 7 7 5 
assembly 
Suitable lor herd mounting 01 5 5 8 6 8 6 9 6 8 6 5 
substructures 11 equipment 
modules 
Compatible with preinstalfGd hard- 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 
ware & service lines 
Manned traverso capability 4 4 5 5 5 5 9 9 6 7 4 
Structural efficiency (light wi) <I 5 9 6 7 7 7 6 8 0 5 
Cost el/activeness 6 5 2 7 7 6 6 7 3 4 7 
, ' 
OrbitB;/liIe expectancy ~; 4 6 8 4 4 8 4 8 4 0 
Hardware dsvelopmen' status 3 10 5 5 4 4 8 5 4 5 7 
Appficaudily to LSS 5 4 6 10 9 5 10 10 9 5 4 
--l:XY 465 529 615 505 486 763 701 5713 458 607 
-
The sums of the products of rating factors and weighting factors resulted in the 
relative ranking of candidate structures as shown in Table 2-3. This evaluation 
shows the tetrahedral diamond cross-section beam to have the best overall capa-
bilities, characteristics, and applicability for LSS applications. The half-diamond 
triangle beam, with the second best overall rating, offers a lower cost alternative, 
but with reduced reliability and less than optimal physical characteristics _ Con-
cept 4a was carried into the flight experiment concept development phase along 
with the Concept 4b, as they ean be used interchangeably. 
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Table 2-3. Results of Numerical Rating Analysis 
Rant1.irugs [ 
Pt 
St 
Evaio.sailon criteria 
rysicai characteristics 
owage & deployment 
:;8 compatibility 
at her factors 
Overall ranl<ing 
--
'1 
10 
3 
7 
7 
H 
--
23 2b 
-
3 4 
10 6 
4 4 
9 3 
6 3 
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Caner.pi 
'n~1J 
2c 3 4s ; 4b 
. -
)-. 
7 9 2 6 
8 4 2 1 
4 6 1 2 
4 8 1 2 
7 8 1 2 
-
5 6 7 
5 8 1 
7 9 5 
5 31 8 
6 10 5 
5 10 4 
.' ... -.-
SECTION 3 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
An analysis was performed to identify and define significlmt LSS construction 
issues and operations' concerns that needed to be considel'oti. for incorporation 
in the SCE. These issues Imd concerns were then used to derive Extravehicular 
Activity (EVA) /md Remota Manipulator System (RMS) opm'ntions as well as addi-
tional suitcase experiment concepts. A concept for restowl1R'C ~md return of the 
SCE was also developed. This section presents the results of these analyses 
and eValuations. 
3.1 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
A review of the LS8 data base (Section 10) (~oupled with llirect inputs from 
Convair personnel actively involved in LS8 studies and tedmology development 
resulted in the identification of significant construction i~sues and operations. 
These items (listed in Table 3-1) and subsequent experiment concepts were 
derived based on the criteria. limits, and constraints de~1cl'ibed in the following 
subsections. 
3.1.1 TYPES OF LSS CONSTRUCTION. Three types of LSS construction using 
deployable structures and the current Space Transportation System (81'S) are 
onvisioned. These may be described as follows: 
n. Full>,: pre-assembled deploYHble sys!5~!!1..~ delivered to Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
by a single Shuttle flight. This type of platform construction requires 
either no on-orbit assembly operations or minor equipment installation 
operations: It is'subject to automatic checkout after deployment, with' con-
tingency EVA repair operations available, Transfer to higher eal'thorbits 
such as Geostationary (GEO) is provided by a preattuched boost vehicle, 
This type 0: construction is applicable to l'elatively slllall platforms rul.d 
antennas. ' 
b. Partially pr(:;assl.'mbled deployl~ble sl:>_~~~~!_~~~!:nts d(~livcred to LEO by 
single or multiple Shuttle 11ig'hts. This type of platform construction re-
quires on-orbit mating of major deployed platform system segments using 
automated and/or ml.lllual techniques. The orbital tl'ilnsier vehicle (OTV) 
may be preattachcd to u platform scgilllmt or attached in LEO prior to 
boosting the platform to u higher orbit. This type or construction would 
be applied to large, multi-m1tcr:na platforms such as th(~ Geostationary 
1:'l'1tforms. or to large aperture antennas. 
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Table 3-1. Significant Space Construction Issues and Operational Concerns 
DfBC HIPTIf)!' 
PACK.A,.Gr~;G, STOWAGE &: ST.:PPORT TECm;JQT.:ES FOR DEPLOYABLE STHl:CITru:.s & SYSTEMS EQl:IP!'!E:-:T U, THE 
OP-BITER CARGO BAY 
PRE-DEPLOYHE~,T PHEPARATICt.-1S & OPERATI()~;S 
fV-":-;DLI~~G, C()~;TR()L & D!5PC6ITIO:-; (JF .JIGS, FiXTUR.ES. TRACKS, "ACCESSORIES REQLiRED TO DEPLOY 
ill RETP ..ACT STRCCn: HES 
C(}:;TgOL OF STHCCTt:HAL DEPLOYME!'T & RETHACTIO!' 
~-PHOCESS Qt:AI.I1Y VEHIFICA 110:-; & Cm;DITI(J!' 1!(j!'!TC.JRl~G 
CHECKOUT. MAIST£!;Ar'CE.REPAIP... COSTh:GD;CY PROCEDURES & £QV!PME!-'T 
ATTACiJ!.1ESTj.j()ISISG f)F MAJOR STHCCITRAL ELDi£!;TS &: Sl:BSYSTEM Mf)DT.:LES 
e;STALI.ATI(;~; (;1' SCBSYSTEM EQUIP:.rEST BEFORE, DUB!!>IG & AFTER DEPWY1!ENT OF STRUCTURE 
Cf;?.H'I!'£D EVA/I{;r,s V;STALLATI(J~; '" A.5SEMBLY CAPABIUTIES & TECm';;jQCES 
APPLICATW!';S & EFFECl1VE:i'E:SS UF SPECIAL fL\iS £!-"u £FFECTC)RS FOR GHA.5PING. HOLDI~;G, MAr->IPULATII'G 
& T(;RQr;rSG 
£fFECTIVESESS (JF ILLlJMI:;ATI(J!'>/Vr-51BII.ITY V!St:ALAJ1.b 
SEPAPA TI(JS &: RELE;'..5E Of STRL'Cn;p.E FRr.j1~ (JRB!TE? 
HE-A TTACHME~;T f)i{ B£RTHI~;G OF STRL'CTt:P£ TO CRB!TER 
PJ..:;DLP.:G &: PCSITIOSING OF STRt:CTCHE 
RESTCHiAGE CF DEPLOYABLE STRL'CTC RES &: EQl:IPM EST I:; ORBiTER CARGO BAY 
(JfillITER I~;Dl:CEf) DYSAMIC EFFECTS (;!; STHCCITnE, DEPLOYMENT, CO!;STHr;CTI()~ EQr;IPM~;T" OPERATIm--S 
Cf)RHELATr(J!' (;f PREDICTED STHCCTI:R-\L DYl:AMIC 1>iODES " LOAD6 WITH MEASl:P..EU CHARACTERISTICS 
ISliEHE~;r STHCCTCHAL DAMPI;;G CHAl-IACTErtl.STICS AND ACTIVE DAMPI~,G TECHNIQLES " EQL1P:Ioir.-'T 
STRr;Cn;HAL H.A TTLE A~';D BACKlASH EFFECTS 
STfiCCTL"HAL THEP.!.fAL EFFECTS 
STRt:CTn~.AL r;';EHTL£. &: VIE?A TION EFFECTS ON ORBITER CONTHOL CAPABIUTIES &: PERFORMANCE 
~1 
c. ~Io~!..\.!!!~_r 1I11:\i.~_~~£. . .:ryst~)m oh~'!!~9El~ deliverod to LEO by multiple Shuttlo 
nights. This tYP<.1 of plntfol'!1l consh."lction roquiros on-orbit tlssembly of 
Illodular system elemonts sHch as doploynblo strudurnl elements. support 
modules. hnbitnbility modules. pl\lh~tizcd pnyload modules. l1tC. A utolllntcd 
construction equipment and techniquQs ns well as llumuul EVA operations 
are applicablo to this type of construction. It is nn nPPl'opriuto technique 
for assembling large plntfol'llls for LEO Ilpplicntions such liS SOC und SASr>. 
3.1.2 OIWITEH CAPABJf.rrlES. £,11\111'8. AND CONSTRAINTS. This subsec-
tion 8umlllurizes relevant li~{iit~"'"il~ld COl\stl'l~int;-o(th-;:~- S-;1'"; Orbiter cnpnbilities 
to support spnce eonstruction. ThmHl datu \IIl~r(! obtnined from Rl~fel'cnces oJ. 5. 
6. 15. 17. lind :!3. The limits of the Orbiter Digitul Autopilot (DAP) nrc discussed 
in Subsection 6.3. 
3.1. 2. 1 ~,!·s Orbiter 0pcl'lltion 
n. l\Iission 
1. Maximulll mission d Ul'lltion without specilll provisions: 7 days. 
:~. Nominnl crew complement: 4 (collllnandel'/pilot/mission speciulistl 
puyloHd special\st). 
:3. Stnndnl'd Ilccomlllodntions in cabin: 28 man/rlllYs (1\10) plus 96-hour 
con tin g'olley . 
4. Nominal mission orbit: ~8.5 to 5ll del~ inclinntion/160n.mi. circular orbit. 
Launch to orbit tillle ..... 15 min (160 n.mi. orbit). 
(i. Dom'bit to landing' tilll("~ ...... 5 min. 
b. Payload Support 
1.. Visual interfaces: 
• Aft cHbin viewin~\ windows 
• CCTV - total of fivo eUlllerllS 
G Six pnylolld bay Ii~rhts nnd one R1\IS lig"ht 
2. Structurnl Ilttncillllcnts 
" Bl'idg'e fittings Ilt sides and nt keel (see leD 2-HlOOl. Hderl)J}ce 5) 
o Power. control. /lnd sig'nlll colltwdi,us 1t1'(' provided Ilt forward 
and aft pnyloHtl bay bulldwlIlis lind along' the side's of the bay 
(see leD :!"'19001. Hefel'pnee~) 
/ 
./ 
i 
I 
4. Fluid interfnc(~s 
5. 
0) Shuttle provides coolant for thermnl control of payloads. 
Control interfnces 
@ Aft night deck mission nnd pllylOlld specialist stations have p~'o­
visions fOl' installation of payload unique control and displny panels. 
3.1..2.2 EVA Operilfions 
n. Time 
1. Maximum EVA periods or;;; 6 hours 
2. One EVA pel' 24 hour period except for short d ul'ution EVA periods 
where two EVA clln be done within 24 hours. 
3. Pl'e- Hnd post-EVA activities require 5 hours. 
• 3.5 hours for EVA prep (incluJes pl'ebrcathing) 
1. 5 hours for post - E V A operations 
4. Rechnrge of Extrllvehicular i\lobility Unit (EMU) butteries rcq uires 
6 hours. 
:;. Rechllrge of Ei\!U elm be accomplished in 1 hour using' now bntteries 
Ilnd 1.104 cHrtridge. 
b. Safety 
1. Handrails Hnd lor handhold:; required for \.~rewman tl'llllslution. 
2. One or two ci'cwmen. If one. second. to be on standby. 
3. Crewmlln and equipment Itool8 to be firmly sccured or tetlwred Ilt all 
times. Tether attach points requircd nlong translation routes and at 
EVA work sites. 
4. All equipment trlllwported or handled to bn provided n safety tether 
nttnch point. 
5. Translation pnths to be unobstl'uctl~d to llvoid. contact bCtWCl'l1 Ei\lll 
hurd wure and vehiclo /payload struct ures. 
6. Ensure compatibility of vehiclo/pHyloHd sy::;tems /struetul't' with EVA 
cl'ewman's Ei\lU. Preclude shnrp edg-cs or protrusions Ilnd us\.~ of 
hllzurdous tllnteriuis. 
7. Provide adequHte lil~hting- in plnnnin~~ EVA Hnd g'ood visibility in both 
the "lig-ht" Hnd ''liarl,-'' sides 0 r enrth orbit. 
3-·\ 
c, Physiolob'"Y 
1. Restruints ure to bo provided nt \II01'lt 8ih's. 
• Foot restraint.s to EVA functions requiring moctel"nte to heavy fo,'ca. 
e Hnndholds Ilnd lor tethers for low force tasks, 
• No EVA tuslt to be performed in fl'ee-t1ol~t condition, 
2. EMU gloves restrict hand functions and must be considered when gloved 
hund operations ar\l required. 
3. Repetitive mlmipulatiolls requiring one or two hands and functions 
requiring controlled body positions should include foot restraints at 
work sita. 
4. Equipment decals nre required for identifying EVA interface with 
hard \\I tlrc • 
., EVA wOl'k Sit\;1 operations instructions/procedures 
• Equipment identification 
GI Contingency procedures 
., Hllzllrdous lll'cu/hurdwure identitleation 
d. Shuttlo Support. Orbiter providos equipment nnd expendables to support 
EVA. as follows: 
1. Two 2-mnn F" As of 6 hours durntion ench, including EI\W und 
expendables. 
2. EVA standul'dhnnd tools find portnble work stations uvniltlblc for 1.lSe 
on pnyload EVA operations. 
3. MI\1U Hvnilnble to pnylond operntions by speciul request. Spucc tlnd 
weight charg'cnble to paylond. 
-I. Supplemental lig"hting and TV CHmerll nre available to support paylond 
0pl~rHtions . 
e. Gl'ound Test Facility. Orbiter-Weif~htlcBB Environment Training Facility 
(WETF). n water immersion facility. provides n ZOl'O-g environment for 
truining" and testing" in EVA Pl'oCl.lliUrCH, Facility includes full scnle l'CP1'C-
sentntion of crew cabin. mid-declt. airlock. !\nd ca::,go buy dotH'. 
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3.1.2.3 RMS Operat}.ol}~ 
a. 
b • 
c. 
Shuttle Support 
l. One RMS provided EIS baseline. 
2. Second RMS can be ::oequested and is chargeable to payload. 
3. Only one RMS can be operated at any time. 
4. Two TV cameras provided with RMS. one at elbow and other at wrist. 
5. Illumination light provided at Wl'jst joint. 
6. RMS control effected by operator from RMS D&C punel in aft t1ight deck. 
7. Standard end effector provided with RMS. Grapple fixture to be 
supplied by payload. 
8. Special adaptive end effectors to be payload supplied. 
9. Electric connector provided for control of special end effector. 
Operational Capabilities 
1. RMS is 15. 24m (50 it.) long and is normally mounted on the port side 
cnrg'O bay longeron at Station Xo 1725. Scm along buttock line -Yo 
274.3cm and waterline Zo 1129. Scm. 
2. Capable of deploying payload weig'hts to 29,483 kg and retrieving 
1<1.515 kg. 
3 . Maximum velocity of unloaded RMS is O.BIm/sec. 
4. Loaded RMS is controlled such that kinetic energy of payload does not 
exceed a weight of 14.515 kg moving at 0.061111/8ec. 
5. In automatic mode. RMS can position end effector within ±5. 08cm arId 
±1° relative to shoulder attach point. 
6. Zero impulse is applied by end f!ffector at release. 
Payload Constraints 
1. Grapple fixture location within five percent of the pnyload length of 
the X-Z plane of payload center of mass. 
2. Payload natural frequency at grapple fixture to be no less than 5 Hz 
(waivers may be applied it' simulations show acceptable system response). 
3. Paylolld-to-Orbiter relative velocities to be IOSG thl1n 0.1 deg /sec per 
Hxis. Resultant grapple fixture translation to be 3.05 cm/sec maximum 
relative to shoulder attach point. 
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4. Reaction control system (RCS) to be deactivated during capture process 
and maneuvering by RMS. 
5 . Constl'uined motion effects are currently under eva1.uation. 
d. Time 
1. Preparation of RMS for operation (including power up. uncradle. and 
checkout) is 60. minutes. 
2, Operating in direct a.nd/or reflected sunlight limits operating time 
of Rl'tIS. 
6) In cargo bay ..... 30 minutes. 
CD Outside cargo bay -120 minutes. 
e, Ground Test Facility I Simulator 
I, Air bearing supported RMS with 3DOF (X and Z-axis and wrist rota-
tion). Shoulder mounting rotated 90° wherein X-Z plane is horizontal. 
Facility located at manufacturer's plant. 
2. An RMS tasl< trainer at JSC. The Manipulator Dev('iopment Facility 
(MD F) eonsists of aft crew station mockup. cargo bay mockup. and a 
mechanically-operated RMS, User provides helium inflatable payload 
models. Facility provides environment for training on payload 
grappling. berthing. visual operations, cargo bay camera operation:>. 
and manipulator software operations ~ 
3. A Shuttle mission real time simUlation facility (SI[\lFAC) which provides 
full fidelity aft crew stations. Incluces capapility to simulate Rl\IS 
dynamic. operations usin g compu ter- generated imagery. 
3.1.2.4 Payload Installation and Deployment Aid (PIDA) 
u. Operational Capability (conceptual, pre-prototype only) 
1. U sed as installation and deployment and rotates payload in to lout of 
cargo bay. 
2. Angular travel of 55.5° for boom. 
3. Berthing adapter/docking mechanism rotates ...... 160°. 
4. Aids RMS for deployment and installation of payloads from linto 
Orbiter cargo bay. 
5. Can be used to support structures /payJoad out from cargo bay. 
freeing RMS to pel'for:l1 other functions. 
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3" 1. 2.5 Manned Maneuveri!}K Unit. (MMU). 
u" Purpose 
1. Propulsive bacl-..pa(!k using GN2 thrusters. 
2. Gives EVA crewman capability to reach areas outside cargo bay not 
accessible by at hell" means. 
3. MMU and ~ts flight support station stowed in cargo bay adjacent to 
BHD Xo H63cm. 
4. One or two MMUs can be accommodated/mission-chargeable to payload. 
b. Capabilities 
1. 
2. 
... 
':'. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Attaches to EMU - donned, doffed, and serviced by one EVA crewman. 
Provides 6DOF control authority and [tutomatic hold capability. 
Two electrical outlets (2 amp /28 VDC) provided for use on ancillary 
equipment (e. g., power tools, lights, cameras, sensors). 
Can carry cargo up to 100 kg size. 
Total t:, V capability for rotation and translation is 20m / sec. 
Propellant for recharge and spare batteries can be carried in support 
station. 
Nominul operating range is 1000m from Orbiter. 
8. Time to don, unstow, Ilnd checIr out MMU is -15 minutes. Similar 
time to restow and doff at end of EVA. 
9. 
10. 
Propellant recharge time is ..... 20 minutes. 
Response; trm~slational aeeel 9.1 ± 1. 5em /see2 • and rotational 
aceel 10.0 ± 3.0 deg/sec 2. 
3 .. 1. 3 EXPERIl\IENTS DESIGN _~RIT~H.li\. The following criteria were developed 
to assist in the identification and definition of candidate space construction tests 
Ilnd operations experiments concepts. 
a. Flight 01' in-space verification experiments shall be performed when g'round 
test is not economically practical or cannot satisfactorily simulate the 
following: 
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1. Space environment (zel'o-g/thermal/vacuum). 
2. Orbiter interactions. 
3. EVA/RMS operations. 
b . EVA shall be an integ'l'al part of space construction when it is proven that 
man-in-the-loop provides: 
1. Significantly lower cost for space construction hardware and systems. 
2. Reduced time to construct lerect space structures. 
3. Ability to perform unique troubleshooting/repair/chech:out operations. 
4. Ability to perform operations/functions beyond capability of Ol'biter 
support equipment. 
c. Space experiments shall provide results to verify grounJ tests and simula-
tions where appIicab:e. 
d. Safety of the Orbiter and its crew shall not be compromised. 
e. EVA tasks shall be planned to m0et safety l'equir<:lments (tethers /handholds / 
foot restraints/illumination). 
f. Use vf the Rl\IS for grasping, handling", and manipulating small structural 
and subsystem elements requires payload unique special end effectors which 
can be controlled from the RMS Display and Control panel or by !panual 
techniq ues . 
g. Construction operations beyond reach of RMS require EVA with or without 
l\Jl\1U . 
h. Suitcase experiments are compact and relatively simple tests which: 
1. Require minimal cre\~ training. 
2. l\linimize use of Orbiter services futilities. 
3. Can be performed in less than two hours. 
".\, Can be grouped in a sing"Ie flight package of multip.:e experiments 01' 
flown as separate individual experiments. 
:>. Can be flown on a flight space, weight, and time available basis with 
primary shuttle pnylouds. 
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i. Suitcase experiments shall supplement or augment the be.sic experiment. 
Suitcase experiments shall serve two major functions: 
1. Provide an early evaluation of key construction issues and operations 
concerns which can impact design and development of deployable space 
structures and large space systems. 
/ 2 •. Resolve' key 'construction issues not included in the basic experiments. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
3 2 IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE TESTS AND 
EXPERIMENTS CONCEPTS 
Based on the space construction issues and operations concerns, limits and 
constraints, and design criteria, potential candidate tests and experiments were 
identified and evaluated as described in this SUbsection. Each major issue and 
operational concern from Tuble 3-1 is addressed separately. Recommended tests 
and experiments are then grouped in generic categories, e. is., RMS, EVA, etc. 
3.2.1 ISSUE NO. 1 - PACKAGING. STOWAGE. AND SUPPORT. Deployable 
structures for-I'-5S apPlications arc usually comprised of struts-, fittings, and 
h:inges which fold or arc collapsed into an efficient envelope size for transpor-
tation to space. The structures have preinst.'">Ued subsystems hardware such as 
electrical and fluid conduits., interface me~h:,",lisms, and subsystem m~)dules to 
minimize on-orbit assembly and constructivll operations. The collapsed structures 
are supported by devices used to unfold and deploy them. The deployment 
devices are supported in the Orbiter either on a unique support cradle or on 
system substruct ures. 
The packaging, stowage, and support of deployable structures and systems 
equipment in the Orbiter cargo bay is addressed by the design of the basic. 
experiment. Alternative' concepts for the basic experiment are presented and 
evaluated in Subsection 4.2. On the basis of the selected concept. the packaging, 
stowage, and support details are delineated in the preliminary design of the SCE 
presented in Subsection 4.2. 
Because this issue is fundamental to all Shuttle payloads, the justification for 
performing u flight test is best described as a demonstration of the ability to 
packag'e, integ-rate, flight test, and return larg'e deployable structures and 
representative LSS equipment. Although!:1C ability of the equipment to survive 
the launch and space environments can be proven through ground test, the data 
and experience base that is achievable only though an experimental night test is 
of mueh greater value and use in the design of future LSSs. 
3.2.2 ISSUE NO.2 - PREDEPLOYi\IENT PREPARATIONS AND OPERATIONS. 
--------.----.-.,-~-.--.. -----.--.. --..----.~-------------
Preparing the structure f01' deployment from the Orbiter cargo bay requires a 
number of steps such as the following: 
a. Unlatching or release of primary support points. 
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b. Rotation of the packaged structure to the proper deployment angle. 
c. Unfolding of lateral structural members. 
d. Disengagement of secondary supports, holddown mechanisms, and latches. 
e. Rotation or extension of axial deployment support rails or tracks. 
The use of automated techniques for performing predeployment preparations and 
operations would require a number ')f individual drives and controls. This intro-
duces penalties in cost, weight, and complexity. 
The use of the RMS to perform the predeployment sequence was evaluated as u. 
means of simplifying the drives and controls for the SCE. A concept for use of 
the RMS with standard end effector to rotate the truss and deploy or retract the 
lateral members is illustrated in Figure 3-1. Linear deployment of the truss, 
however, will require an automatic drive to assure proper sequencing and control 
during deployment and retraction. 
Rotate truss pac~Bgtl 
! 
1--
o 
L'--l 
," /~jt" .. 
-+----/--. ~ :>-:=---
i ;. ~ l-- _~mc ______ . 
A4l. 
Doploy lateral membaru 
r-
A 
~_i __ _ 
o l ____ ~ 
Figure 3-1. Rl\IS for Truss Deployment Co;-}cept 
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Because the size of the grapple fitting for the standard end effector is prohibi-
ti.vely large and costly to be installed at numm'ous points, concepts for atta<.:hing 
a drive socket wrench to a standard grapple fitting were evaluated and incor-
porated in the SCE preliminary design. One such concept uses the Universal 
Service Tool (UST) shown in Figure 3-2 (RE!ference 10). 
ItWA)A.t osuva IURJl~ ACCE3SJ cove" 
tClOOllt ",,!Ill 11.0<> I(YlOUI! I 
torou! ..amI 0fHV1 UNit 
Figure 3-2. Universal Service Tool (UST) 
The UST was developed by Spar Aerospace, Ltd. for the Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFC) Multimission Modular Spacecraft program. With modifications, this 
device could be used to perform not only RMS predcploymcl1t (:lnd retraction) 
functions, but numerous installation tasks of attaching and removing subsy$tem 
modules on the structure. 
An alternative concept for performing RMS predeployment operations would be to 
attach a straight shaft, with a socket wrench at the end, to a standard grv.pple 
fitting. This would allow simple torquing operations to be performed using the 
wrist roll achon of the Ri\IS. This device and the UST are considered prime 
cnncudates for RMS suitcase experiments. 
Ground test and simulations of predepluyment preparations and operations are 
feasible using the capabilities of the Manipulator Development Facility (MDF), 
and the SIl\IFAC. Such tests and simulations would be mandatory for develop-
ment of the techniques. equipment, and procedures required for Hi\lS-assisted 
deployment and retraction operations. However, flight test would be required 
to verify the total operational concept and cornpare the results with the ground 
te~t and simulation experience. This is b~cl.luse it is assumed that flight test 
experience with the RI\IS prior to the flight of the SCE will be primarily con-
cerned with payload deployment and retrieval operations rather than the intri-
cate specialized operations needed for space construction. Satisfactory simu-
lah'd zero-g ground testing of actullI H:'I]S-aided deployment and retraction 
operations would be complex and expensive to perform. 
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3.2.3 !SSUE NC'. 3 - JIGS, FIXTURES, THACrs.hA~lL:~"CC...ES~S)I:~}I~~. The 
handling, control, and di.sposition of jigs, fixtures, tracks. and aC(lessor-ies 
required to deploy and retract structures before, during and lifter deployment 
have a180 been addressed in the design of the basic experirne!'lt (Section 4). 
This issue relates directly to issues 1 and 2 because it pertabs to the drives, 
mechanisms, supports, and ('vn!'I:'ols required to support, deploy, and retract 
the structure. 
An' example of the types of devices required is seen in the COllvair-developed 
concept for lateral ane', linear deployment of the selected structure concept as 
shown in Figure 3- 3. The COmi)letely folded truss is a long" flat paclcage of 
hinged and solid struts held in ,,?lace for transportation by a holddown and 
lift arm. 
The lateral strut members arrJ deployed on each side of the t:.·uss, l.!sing the 
holddown and lift arm. Th" truss is then deployed, bay- by- bay, by a moto1'-
ddven steel tape on each side of the truss, equipped with a drive latch. The 
drive latch reciprccates to '111.18tc11 and deploy one bay at a time while the truss 
is supported in the guide rHils. The guide rails react applied bendin g moments 
on the truss during <iep10yment to prevent its collapse. This concept does not 
inelude provisions fur automatic retraction of the truss, as discussed in the 
following suhsacti9n. 
• Lateral alamen. Jeployment 
30041 "SO 21) 
Figure 3- 3. Convair-developed T .cuss Deployment i\Jechanisrns and Elements 
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:1.2.4 ISSUE NO.4 - CONTROL OF STRUCTURAL DE~LOYi\lENT AND 
!~ET-RAC'l'IbN. Linear ciepiOyment and rr.ractioriof the structure attached to 
the Orbiter must be controlled to ensure the reliability and safety of the opera-
tion. This includes the ability to jnt(;)):'l'Upt the operation at any time in a safe 
mode, provide a safe rate of deployment and retraction, prevent unacceptable 
loads on structural members, ensure lockup of each bay of the structure during 
deployment, and ensure unlocking of each bay during retraction. 
Linear retraction of the truss is complicated by virtue of having to unlatch f.:mr 
hinges simultaneously to allew one full bay to retract. The hinge position then 
changes by one stacked bay height. so the hinge unlatch mechanism has to be 
indexed for each bay to be retracted. 1:.ese operations can be accomplil3hed by 
a guided carriage on each side of the beam. each equipped with two motor-driven 
cams as shown in Figure 3-4. The carriage can be indexed to place each trip-
motor in position as subseqwmt bay!' are retracted. The carriage may either 
have its own drive mechanism, or be positionect by the primary deploy Ireti'act 
drive. The support arms for the apex hinge tripmvtors would be folded down 
along the deployment rail for stowage. 
l r Jp motor 
. (4 places) 
Hinged ~--7~ -, 
s"rut'ii(· I ~ 
i ~CaniBge 
_L ._ .. ~.L:E~~'lbIY _ 
Tripmol~r7 -== .. = 
Deployment 
rail 
Fil?;"ure 3-4. Truss Retraction Mechanism Concept 
cam 
This initial concept was used to illustrate the feasibility of l'etracting the 
deployable trUS::i. This was a major issue in deciding whether or not to recom-
mend restowag'e and return of the basic flight cxperiment strt'cture, The 
alternati Vt would be to jettison the experiment as 11 frce flyer or just to allow 
its destruction through reentry of the earth's atmosphere. 
The retraction concept was further refined, simplified, and incorporated in the 
preliminary desig11 of the SCE, as discussed in Section 4. Electronic controls 
concepts are also discussed in Section 4. 
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Tho SCE provid('\s Il!'l early opportunity to space-test the performance and 
behavior of a single deployable primary structure under conditions repr{>sentn-
tive of thos(> required to construct many ot' the proposed lat'gt~ space plutfOl'ms, 
Ground tosting to ai;l1Ulllte zero-g cr.vironment during contl'olled deployment and 
retraction would not only be costly, but, assuming the tests werc conducted in 
an ail' bearing support facility, the total three dimensional loading und vibra-
tic~lal b"havior of the truss could not be completely simulated. 
3.2.5 ISSUE NO. "5 ~ INPROCESS QUALITY VERIFICATION AND CONDITION 
l\IONITORING. The ability to verify the condition of a space structure before 
and during deployment has major safety implications. Failure of structural 
(!lernents due to damag'e sustained during launch or failure of a section of a long 
truss to lock-up in the deployed condition could result in toppling of the truss 
column and possible damage to the Orbiter. 
Techniques to consider for inprocess quality verification and conditicn monitoring 
include automated, passive, and visual. Automated techniques thl'OUl;;h the use 
of sensors and controls can be costly and complex to implement. Passive techni-
ques such as mechanical interlocks and go-no-go devices can create more problems 
than they prevent. 
Since all crItical truss ,leployment actions take place in or near the Orbiter cargo 
bay, the use of visual techniques to verify condition can be used extensively. 
The Closed Circuit Television" (CCTV) system in the car[,l'() bay will allow fore and 
aft \"lowing of the predeployment and deployment processes, Closer surveillance 
and inspection of the structure and structureal mechanisms can be performed 
with the wrist CCTV camera on the RMS, 
Simple automated techniques for condition monitoring can be provided in the 
deployment drive and control subsystem. Position feedback in the carriage 
dl'ive me<.!hanisms (Section" 4) can be used to verify full extension of each tru'ss 
bay. If ne(!essary. the deployment carriages could be progrummed to provide a 
"tu~,fI on each truss bay at the end of each deployment stroke. 
While the above quality verification techniques can be fully tested and verified 
on the ground. they would of necessity become un integrated part of the SCE, 
and an important element of the cverall demonstration. 
3.2.6 ISSUE NO.6 - CHECKqUT. M~INTE}J!\N~E. AND r~~~PAIll. LSS check-
out, maintenance, and repair techniques. equipment. and pl'vcedurcs cannot 
only be tested as part of the SeE, but must be developed to some extent to 
ensure the success of SGE. 
Tests in this area should be concerned with EVA operations to perform contin-
genGY maintenance Ilnd repairs. They should [\)~o include tests of checkout pro-
cedures where significant cost adv"'1tages can be achieved by employing mnnlwl 
teehniq ues , " ," 
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Potential candidate checkout, mnintenunce. and l'opnil' tests 01' experiments 
include: 
n. Performance (If structural nlil~nrnent checlwut with optic:\! aids. 
b. lsolution und l'opu..il· of eluctl'icnl hl1rnoss fault s. 
c. Component replncement. 
d. Structural dan:llge t"f'pair. 
The number {UHf extent of tests plnnned depend on time avu.ilnblt' as discussed 
in Section 7. Flight crews will. however, require l{round trainint?: in the tedmi-
'lues required for contingell<:y repHil's to the SeE structvl'C mid equipment. 
3.:L 7 ISSUE NO.7 - ATTACHMENT OR JOINING OF MAJOR STRUCTURAL 
ELE!\IENTS AND SUBSYSTEr\l-~lODLj-i~ES-:-IJ--;;l'ge sp;lce plutfol'lllCoiist:·ucti(.m-wm 
require the jOining- of mujor-::"tl'llctul::U1elcments Hnd the nttnchment of subsystem 
elements to major structural elnments. These joining Hnd uttnchment opt~rntions 
will also require interfacing of sUbsystem power, control. dntH. and nuid 
conduits. 
Techniques Hnd equipment for docldng, Illig-nlllent, Ilnd mating nrc currently in 
tho conceptual stago of devolopment nnd nrc not expected to bl' nvnilnblH for . 
inclusion in the seE. Dov(l1opnll1nt of special docldng. ulip;nmcnt. Hnd mating' 
devices llS purt of the seE is prohibited by cost constl'llints. Stow!l~~e space 
Hnt! mission timellne limitntions n1so prohibit inelusion of major hHl'dwnre ehmmnts 
null tests in tho hnsic night experiment. However, lutm' t1ip;ht t~xporiments 
reusing- elements of the basic experiment could be P~!l'fol·med. 
To satisfy the need for c:ul'ly test of mujol' structurul nttllchnwnt nnd joining 
techniques. concepts felt two optiollul expcl'inwnts were pl'cpnl'l'd. These con-
ceplls nrc diseussed in ::,,~etion 7. 
3.2 .. 8 ISSUE NO. S - INSTALLATION OF SUBSYSTEM EqlJlP:\IENT. Constt;uc-
lion of IllHjor spnce platt'orr;;SW-Wl'ctlU1re-thc c;,pllbility toft\st~lilsi.lbsystcm 
equipment betol'c, during. Hnd uftor deployment of the stl'ueture. As pointed 
out in Subsection 3.2.1. the preinstallntion of SUbsystems hnrdwHre such as 
conduits. interface mechanisms, nnd subsystem modulos will m~nimize on-orbit 
assC'mbly: however. it will not alwHYs be feasible 01' practical to attempt to 
prl'instnll all subsystem hardwaro. 
ThuH, ted1l1iques IllW;t be devised to install subsystems llardwnre during 01' 
arkr deploYlllent. InstnUation during dt'ploYlllent is fndlitntt'u by controlled 
deployment. allowing tlw Pl'OCt)tlS to be stopped Hnd held in 1\ Slife mode Ht !lny 
stll{l:l.' of dl'ploynwnt. This tl'chniqtll' is mosl conven~ent lwcHtlse it allows H fixl'd 
work stillion position to be used for nUlllerous instnllntiGn Opt'rlltions, WIWll 
deploying 1'1'0111 the Orbiter. it Hlso allows this work stalion to lw lIlHintHilll~d 
within roach of the Ht\IS, The H;\IS ~Iln then be used effm:tivl'ly to tl'nnspol't.· 
eq uipment from the cnrg'() bay to the work stilt ion. 
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Where installation of hardware is not feasible until the structure is fully 
deployed. work may have to be performed at positions rcmotl! til the OrbiteI'. 
Suitable confil?;Ul'ed structures such as that s(Jlected for the SeE will allow the 
astronaut to traverse the length of the truss b.)um by manual power; i. e., haud-
ove~r-hand, while tethered to the Orbiter with a long lanyard. This tyP(~ of 
operation would limit the size or amount of equipln<mt that could betl'atlsported 
to the remote work station hy the astronaut. . 
The manual installation of large or numerous pieces of equipment at rem0te 
locations on the structure should be minimized in LSS design because it repre-
sents a mlljo!' expenditure of time and human energy that might better be spent-
in other operations. However, when necessary. the MMU provides the capabil-
ity to transport man and equipment to remote locations. With its proposed 
"cargo work site attachment device" it can be used to transport large pieces of 
equipment and temporarily attach a crew membel' to 11 worksitc for specific tasks 
(Reference 4). Utilization of an Ml\lU fol' the SeE will depend on its development 
status and mission timeline constraints. 
A concept was developed for a universal equipment flttachment module which 
would provide 11 means of interfacing both man nnd equipment with the truss 
structure. The device as shown in Figure 1-5 would attach simply and quickly 
to the structure at lmy location near a node fitting by manually activating a 
handcrank or handwheel or a togg'le handle. 
Attachment dele!! 
Porlablo EVA 
GrSlpplo fitting BUschman! 
'1 1--, i . i 0-Clamp hlllld,Q . ~'" /; . 
Hj,1 1/ 
~1~ 1// 
Strut 
PlullOllll 
,.,.,.-,,:"' 
- -.:~ 
. ( .. ~ 
. L~--- <t Node 
Figure 3-5. Universal Equipment Attachment illodule Concept 
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Besides providing a base for attaching' equipment modulp.3. it could be used as 
a portable work station by attaching u foot restraint plate. For handling and 
maneuvering of truss members with the RMS. a standard grapple fixture and 
tari~et could also be quicldy installed with this device. 
ThE! installation of standoffs on the structure is most effe(!tively accomplished 
by attaching a tripod to the truss as illustrated i'1 Vigure 3-6. A number of 
quiek conn'ed jointswhic'h'clln be integrated into the truss structure have been 
developed by NASA. 
ThE! quicl:-connect socket joints can be preinstalled on any of the truss node 
fittings. Struts of a number of varieties (e.g •• hinged, telescoping, or nested) 
cnn then be installed at desired locutions. These stl'uts can support such items 
as Imtennas. membranes, arrays. feed modules. sensors, and propulsion 
modules. The sockets can also be t~sed to make truss-to-truss joints to form 
planar structures 01' to attach support arms for mujor platform elements such as 
lal'g'e reflectors and berthing modules. 
Apo)t node 
allachmont 
Fit?;ul'C 3-{i. 
Foldod or nested strut 
NASA· 
dov®lopoo 
joinls 
StructUl'lll Attnchment Conecpt for Tripod Outrigger 
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The installation of modular subsystem t:iJ.ements on tho side of the structure may 
be accomplished as shown in Figure 3-7. With throe univ(!l"sul attachment 
modulE's and Il spocial {lquipmont support. electronic packv.gos clln be quickly 
installed and connectod to preinstnllod harnesses on the stl'uctux'c. 
Pin joint 
Latch Spring cartridge 
\ L
Over-center mechanism 
_ _ LiliT .... =-:.L LHandle (-""1'_'.:':":'."1[}1}f~.:..;. t:T--~~""'-'-'-'-':r:_~~t~r~~:=:::-D=r >-t--:.- ~-:J 
1.' ..::::: __ = .-- ,........ ::l - .. -
Figure 3-7. Electronic i\lodule Installation Concept 
The nbility to preinstall t)lectricnl harnesses without affecting the folded geom-
etry of tht~ deployable truss hus been demonstrated as shown in Figure 3-8. 
This also provides 'an opportunity to evaluate candidate cabled Ilnd connectors 
fo1' LSS applications. including teehniques of seeurin~; loose connectors and 
Illununlly connecting hm'nesses to electronic modules. 
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Figure 3- 8. P:ceinslulled Conduit Demonstration 
3.2.9 ISSUE NO.9 - COMBINED EVA/~MS INSTALLATION AND ASSEMBLY. 
-----_.-
The capabilities and techniques for con.:.Jined EVA/RMS installation and assembly 
operations are essential for performing the installation and assembly operations 
discus::.ed in the preceding su.bsections. This includes the following types of 
activities: 
u. Transfer parts and equipment by Rl\IS from the carg'o bay to the EVA 
workstation. 
b. Pick up and hand off parts and eq uipment. 
c. Position Ilnd hold parts and equipment in plHce during manual attachment. 
d. Support and position construction aids such us the open cherry picker. 
tool holders. lil:~hting fixtures. 
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e. Engage. rnaneuvCl'. and position structural elements for manual attachment. 
f. Provide a handhold support if required . 
A proposed EVA /RMS experiment concept is illustrated in Figure 3- 9. In this 
case. a simulated antenna feed module is being' attached to the deployable truss 
structure. A port&ble wOl'ltstation is provid.ed by a universal attachment module 
(Figure 3.-5) with foot restraints. Use of the truss members for handholds is 
permissible for the type. size. and streng't!.. uf structure selected. While the 
experiment appears simple. it includes many of the operations and techniques 
previously discussed. 
r::-i Simulated teed modulo--r-" I---l 
restraint 
Deployable truss 
Figure 3-9. EVA/RMS Construction Operations Test Concept 
3,,2.10 ISSUE NO. 10 - APPLICATION AND EFFECTIVENESS OF SPECIAL nMS 
p;J~D EFFECTORS. Numerous special end effectors have been proposed for the 
Rl\IS (Reference 11). Special end effectors are generally devices which can be 
adapted to the end of the Rl\lS to provide the capability to en f5age. hold. and 
Illaneuver pieces of hardware which do not have a grapple fixture. Adaptivo 
end effectors such us the one proposed in Reference 8 have remot~ly controlled 
movable jaws with lond sensing capr.bility lor grasping objects. Devices :;;uch 
as the Universal Servicing Tool (figure 3- 2) have special functions such as· 
fastening and unfastening of the modules it is designed to handle. 
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Tho SCE provides an exC'':!llent opportunity to test and evaluate special end 
effectors for space construction. However. with the exception of the UST. it 
is anticipated there will not be speciDl. remote controlled end effectors uvail-
ablla for test in time to support SCE. 
seE will require some kind of RMS end piece t,) facilitate pickup and handoff of 
equipment from the cargo bay to the workstation on the structure and vice-versa. 
With one astronaut in the cargo bay and one on the structure. a manually opera-
ted device could be used. 
Figure 3-10 shows the conceptual design of 11 low-cost special RMS end piece 
whicl: can be used by astronauts on EVA. One side is equipped with a grapp1e 
fitting to engage the standard end effector on the RMS. The other side has 
adjustable jaws to grasp packages of various sizes and shapcs up to 0.6m in 
width. The adjustment cranlt ean be easily worked by the astronauts. This 
spe,:!ial end piece will allow the astronauts to conduct designated construction 
ope:r"ations which entail translation of structural and sUbsystem components to 
the deployabie structure. 
Standard end effector 
Grar91e fixture & larget 
Figure 3~10. Special RMS End Piece Concept 
Adjustable 
holders/jaws 
3.2.11 ISSUE NO. 11 - ILLUMINATION AND VISIBILITY. The tests and experi-
ments dis-;';U;sedlnthe pr-~cedTi1g Lubscctions -forevalt~ating significant space 
construction issues rely heavily on human activities guided by human vision. 
Therefore, it becomes critically important that construction operations be CI11'O-
fully planned to ensure acceptable illumination levels for both direct and CCTV 
aided visual observations . 
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Tho natural illumination environment for the Orbiter in LEO is continually 
changing from bright to darl<. Orbiter-provided lighting during' the eclipse phase 
of the orbit should be held to a minimum to avoid excess use of Orbiter POWC1' 
(Reference 4). Also the,OrbitcH' orientation must be selected to avoid direct 
visual contact with the sun. These considorationd malta inspace tests essential 
for evaluating illumination and visibiHty effects on space construction operations. 
3.2.12 ISSUE NO. 12 - SEPARATION AND RELEASE OF STRUCTURE FROM 
THE: ORBITER. The construction and assembiyofLSSs will oocessitate having 
am;:;ruls of controlled separation and release of deployed structural elements 
from the Orbiter. This requirement satisfies both operational and safety 
considerations. 
Assembly operations may be performed by deploying a structural beam while 
atta(~hed to the Orbiter to facilitate installation of subsystem hardWare during 
incremental deployment. Wl1 m fully deployed, the structure may be maneuvered 
to some orientation and position'-stabilized by inherent or active damping; 
engaged by the RMS, PIDA, or HAPA; separated from its Orbiter attach points; 
translated; and released. The llbility to separate a large attached structure 
from the Orbiter at any time is also a safety requirement. In the event the 
strueture fails to fully deploy, or other emergerwies cause the mission to be . 
aborted, the structure must always be jettisonable so that the cargo bay doors 
can be closed. 
Restowage Ilnd return of the SCE is a primary design lJoal. However, jettison 
capability must also be provid~~d. This provides the option to release the SCI:: . 
as a free flycr for extended space flight experiments. 
3.2.13 ISSUE NO. 13 - ATTACHMENT OR BEHTHING OF STRUCTURE TO 
ORBI.TE~. There are a number of proposed techniques and pieces of equipment 
to allow space structures to be reattached to the Orbiter. These include: 
a. Berthing of Orbiter to a large structure for servicing and support opera- . 
Hons. This requires Orbiter control techniques to approach the structure, 
HMS engagement of the structure to allow the RlVlS to draw the Orbiter 
Ellld structure together, and a berthing latch interface mechanism (BLIM) 
to mate and secure the Orbitl?r and structure together (References 4 and 8). 
b. Docking of the Orbiter to a la . .Ie structure requiring maneuvering the 
Orbiter into contact with the structure so as to engage a docking mechanism 
to secure the two bodies tog·ether. 
c. Individual structural elements such as truss beams may be maneuvered and 
reattached to the Orbiter using' the H!\lS. PIDA. and/or HAPA. This would 
b,e used where several pieces of structure may be joined together using the 
P IDA or HAPA as a holding' fixture while positioning together pieces of 
structure for assembly with the Rl\IS. 
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The development plans for berthing and docldng devices as well as the PIDA 
and HAP A arc not firm. This will probably preclude theil' UBe as part of un 
early SCE. 
3.2.14 ISSUE NO. 14 - HANDLING AND POSITIONING OF STRUCTURE. The 
use of the l1lvis to handle a-farge fleiibleS't'ructU1;a1eiementneed;-~t' 
eValuation. It is currently restricted to handling payloads with natural fre-
quencies of 5 Hz or greater, unless simulations show acceptable system 
response. 'The SeE' could provide an early opportunity to perform a test of 
Rl'IIS I :lexible structure interactions by using the RMS to engage and maneuver 
a length of deployable tl'uss structure. 
3.2.15 ISSUE NO. 15 - R.ESTOWAGE OF DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURES AND 
EQUIPMENT. Deployed structured for LSS applications would normally not be 
retracted. Once an LSS is put in operation, it will continue to function in 
space for many years. For systems in 0 ... 0, a policy for disposal of spent 
LSSs l'emains to be detcl'mined. Fol' systems in LEO, dispos81 throu gh reentry 
of the earth's atmosphere could create potentially dangerous earth impact problems 
similar to those experienced with Skylab. Thus. it is conceivable that LSSs would 
eVEmtually be dismantled, restowed in the Orbiter, and returned to earth for dis-
p08N. Early deployable systems mf.:Y be fully deployed in LEO for checkout. These 
systems could have !"'..:traction capability to allow the spacecraft to be refolded for 
transfer to a higher orbit. 
Re(~ardless of ultimate requirements to restow space structures. the SCE should 
address this issue because of the benefits to be gained by having a retraction 
and resto~age capability. These include: 
a. Postflight evaluation of experiment hardware to identify real and potentiDl 
problt,ms resulting f~'om ins pace operations. 
b." "Ability to retract the structure during crew sleep periods to preclude 
continuous watch and lor monitoring of the deployed structure as a 
safety precaution. 
c. Ability to quickly back out of test conditions in case of emergency. 
d. Ability to return the structure to a::lY parti!111y deployed condition for 
further tests and evaluations. 
e. Abilit y to perform structul'(,s. dynarnies. and controls test s in a complete 
sequence, then retract the truss to perform a ser.ies of construction 
operations tests by instal1i.ng hard ware as the truss is incrementally 
deployed. This allows a series of hardware installation tasl{s to be per-
formed within reach of the RIllS. which appears to be a, efficient con-
struction techniq ne. 
f. Recovery of flight--test hardware for reuse on subsequent system flight 
experiments. 
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3,,2.16 IS~UE NO. 16_~qBB1TllI.!.-IN..12UC:~.PLNAMI~L .. EFF~_.cTS. Maneuvering, 
pOinting, orienting. and holding the position of large space structures attached 
to the Orbiter will normally be accomplished with the Orbiter Vel'niel' Reaction 
Con.trol System (VRCS). When operated, the VRCS will apply torques which 
w:ill induce vibrations in the deployable structure as well as the RMS during 
construction operations. The frequency of the VRCS pulse rate may at times 
approach the natm'al frequency of the deployed structure or the RMS. For 
control of very large attached structures. primary RCS thrust may be requirE:d. 
There is also concern that a VRCS thruster may not shut off due to a system 
failure. In this case a primary RCS thruster could be commanded to fire to 
correct fOI' the failed thrust€!l'. The higher torque created by these conditions 
could damage the structure. Both normal and contingency Orbiter-induced 
dynamic effects on structure, deployment mechanisms, construction equipment, 
and "perations must be evaluated to ensure safety and acceptable performan'!e 
of Orbiter-supported LSS construction operations. 
The maneuvering and attitudl:;l control requirements of large space structures 
attached to the Orbiter depend on construction and mission operations. This 
ineludes. for example: 
a. Orientation of the structure with respect to the sun and earth to enhance 
visibility during qeployment and construction. 
b. Pointing a long structure to facilitate LSS subsystem experiments; e. g .• 
antenna elements. earth sensors, inertial sensors, etc. 
c. Orientation of a structural element in relationship to a space platforfn.in 
preparation for separation from the Orbiter and joining to the platform. 
d. Orientation of a long structure in a g'rlwity- gradient-stabilized attitude 
in preparation for .release. 
There is little concern that VRCS pulse rates would excite the natural fre--' 
quency of the structure to a sufficient degree to cause damage. Such fre-
quencies can be avoided by programming of the autopilot. If e "y should 
occur for brief periods, only minor structural excitation would occur. It has 
been shown experimentally that the am ,Iitude of struct4 .. 1l1 def1ection builds up 
ruther slowly, such that sevel'al minutes of continuous excitation are required 
to :reach significant amplitudes. Finally, there is the consideration of pro-
viding active damping on Orbiter-attached structures to prevent. all adverse 
vibt'ation effects. 
High bending moments on Orbitel'--attached structures due to primary RCS 
thruster firing-s have more serious implications. In the case of a long attached 
structure with a large moment of inertia (e.g .• feed must with a large ref1ector 
or feed module at the tip). the structure will have to be designed to withstand 
these load~ without failure. This will penalize the structure in terms of size 
and cost. Alternatives to consider include: 
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a. Modify the Orbiter RCS to preclude adverse failure modes and lor PRCS 
operation. 
b. Provide a load-control mounting interface for attached structures. 
c. Perform structural deployment and assembly free of the Orbiter. 
It is reasonable to expect that experience with and improvement of the Orbiter 
RCS over the years of Shuttle operations will minimize the probability of 
adverse failure modes during space construction operations. Major redesign 
of the RCS is not likely to occur unless dictated by major program considera-
tions. However, design policy with respect to attached stl'uctures may be 
modified with time. 
Bending loads on attached space structures can be attenuated at the mounting 
interface through the use of spring n;ounts 01' load stabilization actuators; e. g .• 
spring-loaded dashpots. The Orbiter control implications of flexible mounting 
of the SCE structure are discussed in Subsection 6.3.4. 
Deployment and assembly of large Rpace systems free of the Orbiter is of 
greatest advantage. if little or no assembly and installation worl<; is required 
to complete the system. The fvlMU can be US 3d to transport men and equip:-
ment to the structure after deployment; however. the advantages of remaining 
attached to the Orbiter are lost. Consideration of other factors such as 
orbital transfer loads and durability provisions to protect the structure from 
human contact damage may minimize size and strength reductions gained 
through free deployment &nd assembly. 
3.2.1'7 ISSUE NO. 17 - MEASURED VERSUS PREDICTED STRUCTURAL 
DYNAMIC CHAH~CTERISTICS, An Orbiter-attached space structure experi.,. 
ment will allow Orbiter-induced structural dynamic effects and their control 
to be carefully measured and evaluated 1 ~ior to undertaking space construc.,-
tion projects of major scope. More importantly. it will allow measured behavior 
to be compared and correlated with that predicted by gr0und tests and simu-
lations. 
Because of the cost, complexities. and uncertainties of perforI:1ing full scale 
structural dynamics tests on the ground. the dynamic performance of struc-:-
tures in space will be predicted by analytical techniques. These computer 
analyses will be augmented by measured characteristic parameters derived from 
component and subassembly tests; e. g., weight, modulus. stiffness, ~tal'·lping, 
etc. 
Initial verification of ground test and si.:nulation techniques of predicting space 
structure dynamic performance is best performed by Dig'ht test of a simple 
structural member snch as a truss beam. This type of structure is simple to 
model and free of variables introduced by major hardware and structural 
attachments. 
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After an initial test of a bare beam, hardware installl).tions can be made a!ld 
dY£1amic performance tests r€~peated. A special option would be to separate 
the beam from the Orbiter and perform free-free dynamic performance tests. 
This option is considered further in Section 4. Dynamic tEsting considerations 
for a simple attached truss beam experiment are discussed in Subsection 6.1. 
3.2.18 ISSUE NO. 18 - STlWCTUHAL DAMPING. Damping and control of 
vibration in large ,flexible space structures is usually considered an operational 
function. ' The stabiiization of precision reflector surfaces and the supports 
foI' devices which must be accurately pointed or undisturbed is essential to 
thEl operation of most LSSs. It bec0mes a construction consideration. however, 
when quiescence of large structural elements or subassemblies must be main-
tdined to ensure their safe handling, maneuvering, and joining in space. 
Gr(Jund tests to measure inherent structural damping characteristics and per-
formance of active damping techniques and equipment are limited to relatively 
sm~lll structural models or elements. Ground tests are usually limited to 2 or 3 
degrees of freedom in simulated zero-g. Damping effects due to air are eliminated 
by performing tests in vacuum chambers. This further limits the size of test 
specimens. 
An early Shuttle flight experiment of a representative LSS structural truss 
member will be the first stf.)P to gaining data and' experience in dmnping and vibra-
tion control. It will: (1) allo.w vibration modes and frequencie3 of interest and 
coneern to be identified; (2) provide data on inherent structural damping and 
non'-linear damping effects with a much grcater degree of certainty than can be 
achieved through ground tests; and (3) allow components and techniques f~r , 
complex LSS active control to be evaluated. 
Options for additional spa{;,! tests could ;nclude: (1) expanding the configura-
tion of the test structure, tc evaluate plan?r structures j or (2) equipping the' , 
test truss with necessary communications, power, and control packages and" , 
releasing it from the Orbiter to perform free .. free beam tests. These options, 
are contingent upon cost and stowage space constraints. 
The recommended approach' for damping and control of the SCE is discussed in 
Subsection 6.2. 
3.2.19 ISSUE NO. 19 - STRUCTURAL RATTLE AND BACKLASH EFFECTS. 
Deployable space structures are foldable /expandable mechanisms. The mecha-
nisl"ls may employ hinged joints. pivot Joints. sliding joints, stops, locks. latches, 
springs, bearing's. and g'cars to connect load-carrying elements such as struts, 
rods, cylinders, cables, and beams together to form a rigid structure when fully 
expanded. At each r.lovable connection there is a tiny clearanc8 between mating 
elemems which may be on the ordr~r of hundredths or thousandths of a millimeter, 
depending on the manufacturing precision. i\lultiplied over the length of a long 
deployable structure (50--1 OOm) which has t housnnds of these tiny clearances' 
built into it. the result will be some finite longit udinal. lateral, and torsional 
free-play (rattle) due to accumulated clearances (backlash). 
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The design of future LSSs will require mOJ.'e insight into the effects of rattle 
and backlash than is currently known. SignificaIll areas of concern include: 
a. Precision pointing and surface accuracies may be severely limited in some 
cases unless zero backlash is achieved. This poses some very comple:;{ 
technology and design problems if foldable structures are to be widely Uf)(~d 
for LSSs. 
b. Rattle and backlash contribute to the nonlinear damping characteristics of 
structures. For non precision structures, the limits of rattle Dnd backlash 
and their effect on damping of LSSs need to be understood to design 
adequate structural damping systems. 
c. Structural joint clearances and design have a signifir.ant impact on the cost 
and produceability of deployable structures. Knowledge of how much back-
lash can be tolerated is required to establish cost effective designs. 
There appears to be no simple approach to this problem. Inspace test of a repre-
sentative LSS structural truss is essential to obtain accurate measurement of 
rattle and nonlinear damping characteristics. It would be of greater value if 
bacldash could be varied so that a range of rattle could be evaluated. Providing 
variable clearance in a few joints could be consid<:red; however, this needs to 
be evaluated in detail. 
Development and test of a zero backlash :'Jtructul'e is another alternative. Inspace 
tests would then be performed to verify the effectiveness of the design and .. 
measure its inherent nonlinear damping charactt::L>istics. This approach would· 
not be cost effective because of the high cost t(", produce a zero backlash struc-
ture, the fact that zero backlash could be vel-ified by ground testing, and little 
data would be obtained to support the design on nonprecision structures. 
For the SCE, perhaps the best approach is to test a structure manufactured to 
reasonably close (affordable) fits and tolerances, which would be considered 
adeq uate to fulfill general purpose construction needs. The results of this test 
would then be analyzed to determine the n'3ed for greater precision. 
3.2.:W ISSUE NO. 20 - STRUCTURAL THER;\'IAL EFFECTS. An LSS in LEO 
will be subjected to the continuously changil1g thermal radiation environments of 
incident solar. earth thermal, and earth albedo as it travels through each orbit. 
Lattice structures such as truss beams have multiple slender elements with carth-
facing surfaces and sun-facing surfac'.!s. Sun-facing surfaces may also be 
partially shadowed by up-sun structural members. The heat flux and tempel'u--
ture distribution, thus, varies over the surface of each truss element \'ith 
position and time. 
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The thai'mal response of individurJ truss elements nt discreto points on the element 
can be predicted by computer techniques (l1efol'ence 24). This permits thermal 
mapping of e3.c11 element. which in turn can be input to structural analysis Pl'O-
grams such as LASS (Reference 25) or NAS'l'RAN to prodi(!t the effects of 
thermal expansion and contl'!l(!tion on the overall struct .I)'al shupe and dynumic 
response. 
Thermal expansion' and eontrndion of structural elements cnn result in det1ecting 
truss beams from their neutral alignment. Sudden t'.'ansitions in thermal rndia-
Hon environment (as from eH.l'th albedo to dire('t so~ar) cun create thermal Slh)ck 
effects. These deflections and lor sudden disturban'ces can seriously impact 
control of pointing and surface accuracies. 
T}H~ ideal solution to this problem is to use sh'uctures with insignificant (nenr 
zero) net coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). This approach has been 
demonstrated on small spacecraft structures such as the HEAO-B optical bench . 
Using g'raphitc lepoxy co.nposite materials with standard pSeudo-isotropic layup 
techniques produced a structure with a CTE within J ± lO-I'/oP. Lower CTE 
limits are possible using speciill IUyl1p {compounding techniq1lcs. CTEs of metullic 
fittings Hnd g"raphite composite tubular elements can be matched tv produce net 
zero CTE structul'Ql elements fot' truss beams (Referenc0 ~6), 
By usin~~ a near-zero CTE structure for the SeE, thermal bt.~havior can be 
accurately ~)redicted using existing techniques augmented by thermal/vacuum 
ground tests of stl'ucturru fittin{-"s and members, This will preclude usc of 
expendn~ iI'strumentatbn f01 thermal mapping' of the flight structm·~~. Thel'rlHill 
dynamic response characteristics can be verified using instrumentation provided 
for ether structural dynamic characterization testing. Th(~rmol deflection mea-
surements would confirm predicte ,< performance. Thermal ddlection, however, 
may be an o"der of magnitude less than the free play I.rattlo) in the s t ructtn'0., 
and attempting' to nleu'sure it could be futile, 
3.2.21 ISSUE NO, 21·· STRUCTURAL INERTIA AND VIBRATION EFFECTS ON 
ORBITERlm"TIWL. The prcc0ding' discussions of spiiCC~,:\)nstruction issues, 
have pointed out the importance of the role pl~~yed by thc Sp~\CC Shuttle Ol'bitnl' 
and the advantlil5cs of pei'fol'minrC deployment. assembly. nnd installation opera-
tions on large Sll'uctures attached to the Orbitcl'. Using the Orbiter to point. 
maneuver, and position larp;e flexible structures with lal'g0 moments of inertia 
raises sevornl questions, 
a. What arc the effects on th() Orbiter DAP? 
b. What arc the control limits M the DAP IUld how can thcy be defined? 
c. What needs to be dOlW to the nttached structure to enhance DAP control 
and mission safety? 
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This study has provided preliminary answOl'S to thes~l questions. H~ discussed 
in S(!ction 6. Tests havc been ddined in Section 7 to allolV the DAP limits to be 
approHchcd Ilnd measured in <1 safe. conservative mmlllcr. Those tests will 
detel~llline the efft.~ctiveness of DAP simulation analyses and establish an impol'lnnt 
data base for future LSS construction opm'ations design Hnd planning. 
:l.3 RECOMl\JENDED SCE TESTS AND EXPERIl\lENTS 
The identification and evaluation of candidate tests Hnd expel'inwnts concepts led 
to the selection of the operations tests Hnd evaluations summlll·i:r.ed in Table 3- 2. 
Thesla recommended experiments fall in the four rnnjot' cnteg'Ories itldicuted. 
Ensic applicability ind:cntes that all expel'iments CHn be performed in conjunction 
with the basic flight experiment, Suitcase applicability indicates additional 
hardware. not included in the busic experiment. is required to perform that 
experllllent. 
Items in the category of "luter flight experiment candidntes" are nll considp.red 
excellent test cnndidhtes which are unnvailable for eurly night test due to 
current development plans. 
\ 
3.:1. ! EVO LUTION AH Y SCE OPTIONS, The list of selected exporimonts SUl:nrcsts 
Il number of optional appl'onches to accomplish those Hlld fut Ul'e expm'iments. 
Figure 3- ~ J. indicntcs an evolutionary approach with up to 5 opt ions. These m'(~ 
descri.bed as follolVs: 
n. Option 1 would limit the scope of the first flight experiment to H number l)t' 
EVA Hnd Rl\IS suitcase experiments. A short segment of deployable struc-
ture could be used to facilitate installation Ilnd nssembly tests. Since the 
s.truc~ure would not be subject to dynamic evaluation tests. early prototype 
strud ure::; such as the General Dynamics Deployable Truss (Fig'ure :1-1 ~) 
Illi!~ht be used to minin:ize development cost. 
b. Option 2 would be to fly the basic experiment without EVA suitcHse experi-, 
ments. This option would perform the st l'twtures Hnd dynalllies tests nnd 
most of the R\\IS tl~sts Hnd evaluations, EV A would be used only as n 
contin p;ency Illens ure, 
c. Option 3 would be to eonduct all of the EVA IH:\lS and structures lind 
d~rnalllies tests in n sing'Ie mission. This would tll' mol'l~ cost erfeetiv,~ than, 
performing' Options 1 and :~ sepm'atdy, It is H beth~l' SyStl~111 nppl'oneh to 
evnlunting' space construction activities beenuse it illClud()s the l)l'oad S(~()IW 
of cOllstruction activities that will be required to support n Illnjm' spnel' 
eonst ruction project. 
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Tnble 3- 2. Selected Operntions Tests nnd Evaluations 
'-------,-----_. 
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Figure 3-11. Space Construction Experiment Evolutionary Options 
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d. Option 4 includes all the opE:rations necessary to perform all of tho recom-
m~nded seE tests and experiments including the option to perform a free-
free mode structural dynamics test" l'he EVA /RfllS operations in this case 
would install the necessary equipment for free··flig'ht testing of the structure. 
This option also de.monstrates the structural separation from the Orbiter. 
e, Option 5 is a spinoff benefit of developing the busic experiment, It is 
anticipated that extended flight experiments to test and evaluate LSS sub-
systems hardware may be required, Reuse of SCE hardware and technology 
will provide the capability to test a variety of LSS subsystems. either 
attached to the Orbiter 01' as free-flying experiments, It can also be reused 
to test more complex deployment, assembly, and controls experiments as the 
need arises. 
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SECTION 4 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
/ 
An evaluaHon of potential STS flight candidates was performed to identify time. 
space. crew. interface, and schedule constraints to the SCE. Experimr.:nt design 
concepts based on the selected experiments, suggested test options. anG 8TS 
flight candidates were prepared and evaluated. A preferred SCE design concept 
was selected and preliminary design drawings prepared. These concepts. trades. 
eval uations. and preliminary design data are presented in this section. 
4.1. STS FLIGHT CANDIDATES EVALUATION 
The STS Flight Assignment Baseline per Reference 7 was analyze(l to identify 
potential flight opportunities for the SCE. Unfortunately. these data were pre-
liminary at the time of the analysis, and have since undergone major revision. 
The! analysis did, however, provide good insight into the limitations and con-
straints of the type of missions that need to be considered. 
4.1.1 EV ALUATI0N CRITERIA. The criteria for this evaluation were: 
a. The SCE will be added as a payload of opportunity on a space and weight 
availability basis. 
b. The SCE wil. not displac~ my assigned payloads or encroach upon the a11o-
eated envelo.J::s for access, deployment, and viewing. 
c. The SCE wiE not interfere with the operating or deployment timelines or 
operating conditions required for assigned payloads. 
d. Additional mission time and crew members will be added if required to per-
form the SCE, within the limi.ts of a 7-day maximum mission and 6-person 
crew. 
4.1.2 STS FLIGHT CANDIDAT~S EVALUATION. Of all the night assignment 
plans evaluated. there were four basic types of flights that offered possibilities 
of SeE accommodation. These generic flights are shown in Figure 4-1 and are 
evaltwted as follows: 
a. §l~llcelllb Pallets (STS-14, 34, and 41). The SCE may L~ installed forward of 
the pallets. These missions curry a full 6-man crew on a 7-day mission, indi-
cating' full activity devoted to the primary mission. SCE would interfere with 
viowing of pallets. VRCS usag'e restrictions were not determined. c;ritel'ia' 
4.1.1.c and 4.1.l.d cannot be met. 
4··1 
.. Space lab pallets 
STSa14, 34 & 41 
,. 
! 
I 
,. .,. 
• Spacelab + pallets 
STS-30 
~-- ...... - ....... ~-.. 
/ 
30041280· 1 0 
30041280·15 
~~:~ -
:rnn-o=rmr 7 7 :". ;:s; _______ _ 
c Satellite deployment only 
STS-21, 35, 39 
Pob.paT elellol An "Slit Syncom 
82 -1 ·A IV·2 
Spacelab6 
• . Satellite deployment + pallet 
STS-17 & 28 (MPS pallet) 
STS-24 & 32 (OSS pallet) 
~E~·~9.·~Li~u~l;~&--:3 . 
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Fig"ure 4··1. S1'S Flig:ht Candidates 
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b. Spucelab Plus Pallets (~TS-30~. Only OXle of the six SPllc,::l.d.b plus pallets 
missions allowed an additionnl payload. Only space nvtilluble for SCE is over 
the forward tunnel unless the Power EJCtension Package (PEP) is added to 
the manifest. Space above aft pallets is probably restricted. A full 6-man, 
7-day mission is allocated to the primary mission. Viewing and vnes usage 
restrictions not determined. Criteria ·1.1.1.c and 4.1.1. d cann _ r ' e met. 
(!. Satellite Del?~ment .9nly (STS-21, 35, and 39). The SCE may be installed 
forward of the other payloads. One to five day missions are planned with 
3-man crews. No restrictions after the payloads are deployed. All criteria 
are met; however, these missions are expected to have a high user demand 
for available payload space. 
d.. Satellite Deployment Plus Pallet (STS-17, 24, 28, and 32). The SCE may be 
installed forward of the pallet. The MPS pallet assig'ned to 81'8-17 and 28 
has no restrictions above it, so that SCE may straddle the MPS ~allet. 
Restrictions on ReS usag'e during MPS operations need to be determined. 
The OSS pallets assigned to STS-24 and 32 have viewing, access, and 
operational requirements that SCE may interfere with. There is more open 
work space after satellites are deployed. These are typically 7-day missions 
with 3-4-man crews. The MPS flights offer ample crew and EVA work time 
for SCE, whereas the OSS flights require more crew attention and test acti-
vity. Preliminary indications are that the MPS missio'1S meet all criteria 
and the OSS missions do not meet criteria 4.1.1.c and 4.1.1.d. 
4.1.3 PROGRAM CONSTRAINTS. Program constraints on the acceptability of 
flight candidates were i!"ivestig:~ted as part of this first-cut evaluation. A nominal 
development plan was laid out, assuming a FY 1983 program start, to determine 
the earliest probable flight date. This plan, as shown in Figure 4- 2, indicated 
thc~ earliest flight might be supported by the third quarter of CY 1984. 
The given flight dates for the candidate missions that fall within the flight .. 
opportunity window showed that at least one of each of the types of mission 
candidates could be supported. 
Thle column labeled "concept" refers to the applicability of the SCE concepts 
described in the next SUbsection to the vllrious mission candidates. 
4.2 EXPERIMENT CONCEPTS AND EVALUATIONS 
Seven SeE concepts' were devdoped and evaluated. Candidate :"'TS flight CO/1-
figurations wore used to determine spnce and envelope constrair . .:1. Two concepts 
were defined for use with the Spacelllb 6 mission, even though the evaluation 
indicated it to be a poor candidate, This wus done to provide more contrast 
between competing concepts lind to illustrate a wider range of options than is 
seerning'ly available. 
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Figure 4-2. Program Constraints on Flight Candidates 
4.2.1 EXPERIMENT CaNCE~T 1. Experiment concept 1 is shown m Figure 4-3. 
The truss is stowed crosswise in the cargo bay on an equipment support pallet 
forward of the MPS pallet on an MPS pallet /deployable satellite mission. The 
support pallet is stowed forwa.rd of the MPS pallet. allowing clearance for an 
astronaut to get into the cargo bay in case of emergency. The lcnbrth of the 
truss in this configuration is approximately 29m deployed. This is a margjnal 
length for running the dynamic tests; however. it is more than adequate for the 
performance of the EVA /RMS experiments. This suggests the use of concept 1 
as a multiple suitcase experiment only with perhaps some testing of dynamic test 
equipment and instrumentation. 
Thla EVA /RMS experiment packages and hardware are stowed in the support 
pallet below the deployable truss. This pallet could be a standard flight support 
system (FSS) cradle as defined for the rnulti- mission spacecraft system. 
This concept. as in all subsequent concepts. has the option of employing a 
triangular truss as 11 cost reduction consideration. 
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4.2.2 EXPERIMENT CONCEPTS 2, 2A, AND 2B. Experiment concept 2 is shown 
in Figure 4-4. The deployable structure is stowed above the i\lPS pallet on an . 
MPS' pallet / deployable satellite mission. The MPS ~quipment doesn't extend above 
Zo 10.52; consequently. there is plenty of room for the structure. The deployed 
length of the structure is 42m. which is considered an adequate length to per- . 
form the desired dynamic tests. Extending the length of the stowed truss toward 
the aft cabin bulkhead would allow additional length of truss to be added. For' 
the basic concept 2. only the deployable structure is carried. with no experiment 
packag'es to perform EVA /RMS experiments. 
In con(!ept 2A a support pallet can be added similar to the one in concept 1. 
which houses the EVA /Ri\IS experiment packages and hardware. Clearance is 
still maintained for the astronauts to 11Hve access to the cargo bay in an emer-
gency. Other equipment support arrangements mi!y also be eonsidered. 
In concept 2B a support pallet is also added. On this pallet is placed free-free 
dynallJics experiment hardware. The equipment is placed on the structur.e by 
EVA/R.:\lS. After the Orbiter-attached dynamic and construction operations . 
tests are performed. the struct ure is released for free flying dynamic experi-' 
ments .' 
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Figure 4- 4. Experiment Concept 2 
Figure 4-5 describes the simplifying assumptions and minimum additional hardware 
required to perform a free-free truss experiment. The hardware is attached by 
EV A /RMS after the structure has been deployed and the dynamic tests have. been 
run while it is still attached to the Orbiter. The truss is then separated from 
the Orbiter and flies in formation with the Orbiter. During the additional testing, 
data are transmitted to the Orbiter for recording. After the free-free experiment 
is eompleted, the structure is deboosted out of orbit. 
4.2.3 EXPERIMENT CONCEPT 3. An experiment concept to be flown on a 
Space lab /pallct mission is shown in Figure 4- 6. The structure is stowed above 
the pallets. The structure can reach a deployed len goth on this configuration 
of G3m. This concept carries only the deployable structure to perform the 
structures Idynamics tests beeause space limitations preclude installation of an 
EVA/R~,JS experiment equipment pallet ° However, equipment to perform the 
EV A IHI\lS experiments could be carried forward on a support pallet above the 
tunnel to the Spacelab as an option. 
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Figure 4-5. Free-free Truss Experiment Concept 2B Option 
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<1.2.4 EXPERIMENT CONCEPT 4. Concept 4 (Figure 4-7) was dbveloped to 
show wlwt the least expensive deployable truss experiment might look like. Only 
the structure is included in this concept supported on a support frame. No 
€!quipment for EVA/RMS experiments is included. The structure is triangular 
and not a diamond configuration. There is no rotation mechanism. The struc-
ture is deployed sideways from the cargo bay by the RMS. The deployed length 
achievable is only 22. 6m, which is marginally short to perform the desired 
dy'namic tests.' ... 
No rotation 
mechanism 
t-------22.6m dep!OYed-----1 
1---"'+-3. 8m 
stowed 
Support frame 
Figure 4-7. Experiment Concept 4 
4.~:.5 EXPERIMENT CONCEPT 5. Experiment concept 5 (Figure 4-8) is a voria-
tion of concept 3. The same deployable truss is carried aft above the pallets. In 
addition. another short deployable truss segment is carried forward above the 
tunnel to the Spacela~. There is no EVA /RMS experiment equipment with the 
exception of truss-to-truss attachment hardware/tools. The dynamic tests nre 
run with the aft structure deployed. After these tests are completed, the 
forward truss is deployed. The forward truss is separated from the car.go bay 
by the R1\IS and attached to the aft truss to verify the operations. The forward 
truss is then separated from the aft truss and I'eattached to the Orbiter by the 
RI\lS. Both are retracted and r.estowed for return to earth. 
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Figure 4-8. Experiment Concept 5 
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4.2. 6 EXPERI~mNT CONCf<!!)T TIl\!ELIN]i!i_cq_~~RI§9):~.. The two-day opera-
tkms sequence and timeline for concepts 1 lind ~A ure shown in Figure 4-9, The 
tl1'St experiment day is devoted to the strndUl'al and dynnmic tests. The struc-
ture is rotated. the rails extended. Ilnd th~ ::;tructUl'e is ddploycd. Dynamic 
t\:):sts are performed on the structure when it is partially deployed as well us 
when it is fully deployed. The tests determine the modes, damping effects,and 
the interaction of the structure with the Orbiter, In addit ion. dynnrnic tests 
will 'be performed on the'Rl\1S in various "xtl'nded posithms, The R1\IS will b(~ 
exercised to inspect the deployed truss with the TV camt'l':l and to translate, 
position, and attach selected hard ware components to th'J structure . 
A 
13 
C 
D 
I: 
EVA 
P'~l), 
Rotatl~ truss & extend raiis 
Deploy truss 
Excite modes/test dampin%ffects 
on DAP 
Nonlinel1r damping test 
RMS arm extended effects 
f' Truss inspection With RMS·TV 
G Practice exercises 
H Hardwaro instl/repair exerGise~ 
I Removal &. tcstowage 
J Retract tn.lss 
I( Stow InIss lOO.,2f10·17 
Figure 4- 9, Operations Sequence and Timelino fOl' Expcl'iment Concepts 1 und, 2A 
During' the second day the EVA /R:\!S opcl'ntbns are per1'\.wmed. The Pilot and 
:'IIis8ion Specialist will perform hardware in~tnnntions (suhsystem modules. struc-
turnl components. joints and couplings. cabh'8 Hnd hnJ'l1csses). undertnke main-
tenance and repair exercises. and assist in tht.' retraction and stowage uf the 
t l'Uss. They will use t:,e R:\IS to assist tlWIll in these op(~l'Htions. 
The operations seqt'ence and t11l1dines for concepts 2. 3. and 4 are shown in 
Fi~ure 4-10, The strtlctural :md dynamic t0sts nre the maIn operations performed, 
The structure is rotated, the rails nre ext('ti,h~d. and tlwn it is deployed, Dy-
nnl1l~c tests nre performed on til(' stl'Ucturl~ Wh011 it is p;u'tially deployed as well 
liS when it is fully deployed, The test::> dd<.'l'mine the mudcs, dampinf; effects, 
and the interaction of tho strudUl'C and t he Orbiter, In ;lddi~ion. dynamic tests 
will be performed on the R:\IS ill various l'Xh~lhkd positk111S, The lUIS will be 
l'xel"ci8ed to inspect the deployed t1''.188 with the TV can:,~r:l Hl1li to assist in the 
rciraction and stowage of the t l'USS, 
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Figure 4-10. Operations Sequence and Timeline for Experiment Concepts 2,3, and ·1 
'The concept 2B three-day operations sequence and timeline is shown in Figure 
4-11. The first day's operation is identical to con~~epts 1 and 2,-\ and covers 
mainly the structural mld dynamic tests. 
The second day entails EVA operations with Rl\IS assist. The two astronauts win 
install and check out the additional subsystems; e. t\,., power pacl~nge, telemetry 
pnckag"e. RF control package, rcquired to perform the fr\~e flying" expel'iment. 
The third day is devoted to the free·-t1ying operation. The truss is separated 
from the Orbiter and placed in n g"ravity gradient position in pt'Oximity to the 
Orbiter by its Rl\IS. The Orbiter11ies in formation with th~ structure and 
receives the dyn~lfnic test information from the structure. After the tests are 
completed the structure is deboostod out of orbit, 
The two-day cperntions sequence Hnd timcline for concept 5 is shown in Figure 
.. --12. The first day's operation is idmltical to conCl~pts 1 Hnd 2:\ and covers 
mainly the s~~ucturHI and dynamic tests. 
The second day entails the deployment of the second truss. its attachment to the 
('irst truss, and the retraction :Ind stowagl:! of both trusses. EV.-\ to demonstrl1te 
its usefulness in assisting this operation is perfot'llled by two astrollauts. In 
addition. the InlS is used to translatc Hnd position tllc sccond tt'uss as well us to 
Il~'sist in the retraction and stowag'e of both trusses. 
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Figure 4- 11. Operations Sequence and TimeUne for Experiment Concept 28 
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Fi~ure ·\-12. Operations Sequence Ilnd Timeline for Experi:nent Concept 5 
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4.2.7 ORl3ITER COMPATIBILITY EVALUATION. The viewing angles from the 
aft cabin windows were checltcd to determine the degree of visibility related to 
performing the desired experiments for each of the experiment concepts. Figure 
4-13 illustrates the availuble viewing angles and the field of view (FOV) overlap 
from the overhead windows and the aft viewing windows. The rating for each of 
the concepts is as indicated. The concepts with the structure supported aft in· 
the cargo bay have excellent viewing. The forward supported structures have 
acceptable viewing' except fCiI' .concept 4. where the structure is deployed hori-
zontuHy with respect to the cargo bay. Concept 4 would mlll,c viewing for Rt\lS 
operations very difficult. It also pari:i<tl1y obstructs the radiation panels on the 
cargo bay doors. 
,/' ,\/J/ 
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Figure 4-13. Aft Cabin Viewing Evaluation 
The FOV from the Orbiter's closed circuit TV (CCTV) cameras covers the areas 
required to obscrve the experiments more tilan adequately. Relative rating-s for 
CCTV viewing are given in Fig-lire 4-1-1, which also shows the FOV from the 
forward and aft TV cameras. 
The Hl\:lS working- limits to perform expel'iments were evnluated as shown in 
Figure 4-15. This evaluation shows forward attacil:nent of the ;5CE to be the 
best fm' R!\IS operations . 
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Figure 4-15. HI\lS WOl'ldng' Limits Evaluntion 
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4.2.8 EXPERIMENT CONTROL CON.£EPTS. Several apprOaCh(lS are feasible for 
control, monitoring. and data collection for the SCE. One approach is to utilize 
the Payload Station Standard Switch Panel (SSP) 1'01' SCE power eontrol, switch 
discretes, and discrete monitoring. The interface between the SSP and the SCE 
would be hard wire through the Payload Station Distribution Panel. In conjunction 
with thE~ Payload Specialist operation of the SSP, the Mission Spccialist at the 
Multifunction CRT Display System would initiate equivalent digital data and logic 
discretE!s with the GPC through U:e Ml)M-PFl. The Mission Specialist would 
monitor analog status functions. The SCE would require instrumentation, AID 
conversions, and PCM encoding for data recording and CRT display input, and 
a D fA converter for the digitized analog, excitation signals. The GPC software 
would have to generate analog equivalent excitation signals, cyclic sequenc-ing' of 
mechani.sms, and process display data. 
The USE! of Convair-developed Digital Integrating System (DIS) processors would 
reduce the operational complexity of two-man (Payload Specialist and Mission 
Specialist) experiment operation to a Payload Specialist operation. All software 
(other than for data recording) wou',d be resident in DIS, eliminating a complex 
softwarl~ interface. Control and monitor functions would be ovcr the DISMUX 
bus, eliminating hard wire links between the SCE and Payload Specialist Station, 
other than for power, and safety hard wire control of the SCE jettison. The DIS 
employs a Z8002 microprocessor, IK RAM, and 4K PROM chips. This concept is 
shown in the Figure 4-16 block diagram. 
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Figure 4-16. DlSMUX Control Concept DIock DiagT!ul1 
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The SCE Control Panel contains switches, indicators, fuses, and a digital readout. 
The Discrete Input'-Output (DIO) module accepts discrete commands and provides 
a discrete status info to the SCE Control Panel. The Serial Input-Output (SIO) 
module provides the data to the digital readout. The DIS associated with the 
SCE Control Panel has all the Eoftware associated with control and monitor 
functions. The Bus Interface Unit (BIU) module communicates with the truss-
mounted DIS over the DISMUX bus. The truss DIS transmits motor control 
discl'etes to the TSS Power Switching Unit, and power control discretes to the 
Trus's Power 'Control T:Jnit via a DIO module. lHonitor discretes from mechanism 
limit switches and motor control relays are fed back to the DIG. The DIO 
operates the Torque Actuator/Dampers in the actuate or damp ling mode. Various 
anb-log excitation signals are availabl,e under software control While in the actuate 
mode. The bulk of the truss DIS software is allocated to control of instrumenta-
ticn multiplexing and instl'umentation data processing. The analog data from the 
rate gyros, motor curr'3nt monitors, E'.!celerometers, strain gaug'es, thermo-
couples, loa j cells, and power monitors are multiplexed into a 16-channel AID 
converter ~,todule e.1onr:; with torque wheel position and deployment position. The 
DIS packs tl:'le data format and transmits it through the SIO module to the Payload 
Data Interleaver (PDI) input. Few caution and warning- functions are provided 
to the Payload Specialist and Mission Specialist. One is the status of the SCE 
jettison latches, and another is any redline power dissipation condition. The 
DIS units could be ,supplanted with the more sophisticated NASA Standard SIC 
computers at an anticipated higher procurement cost. 
Another SCE control concept is to have single Payload Specialist operation and 
self-containen sof'..ware, but replace the SCE Control Panel to SCE control bus 
with hardwiN functions, eliminating the truss-mounted processor. This concept 
is shown in Figure 4-17. An adaptation of the Centaur-In-Shuttle (CIS) C9'ntro1 
Unit with a Z80, 8-bit microprocessor, would be utilized. The CIS Control 
Unit has relay outputs that can directly operate the mechanism motors, and switch 
system supply power. Analog data from the deployment position and rate gyros 
is· Ai ij converted lor'status and control purposes in the Control Unit. The soft-
ware controlled excitation signals are hard wired from the Control Unit D / P con-
verter module. Various parameters (including motor current monitor) arc for-
matted in the Control Unit for transmittal through the S10 to the PC!\l Encoder 
for interleaving into the instrumentatio·n data stream to the PDI. The PC!\l 
Encoder performs multiplex control, A ID conversion, data formatting, and data 
stream transmittal, 
The hard wire concept is lower cost than the DIS concept because the CIS Control 
Unit is less complex than DIS, and the PC!\l Encoder is simpler than the truss-
mounted DIS. The DISlIlUX bus is replaced with approximately 30 hard wire 
fUllctions. 
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Figure 4-17. Hardwire Control Concept Block Diagram 
4.2.9 PRELIl\IINARY COST COMPARISONS. Very preliminary rough order of 
magnitude (ROM) costs were estimated for several versions of the SeE for use in 
comparison of the various alternatives. These costs were generated parametrically 
based on the very preliminary hardware definitions. The absolute cost values. 
require more detailed hardware definition and additional cost analysis for 
improved confidence; however, the relative cost values shown in Table 4-1 are 
representative for each of the concepts. Costs are shown in millions of 1981 
constant dollars, and prime contrllctor fee is excluded. Estimates were made for 
nonrecurring (development) costs and the production of the Dight unit. Only one 
unit is produced and all ground system level testing is accomplished with the 
night unit, which is then refurbished for the actual Div,ht test. 
As noted, triangular beam concepts were also estimated in lieu of diamond 
beallls, red tlcing the overall cost 9 w 22~, depending on tll(~ speciilc experiment. 
Shuttle user chaq-;es tlwt vary according· to the experiment accommodation mode 
are not included. In all ca~:es the user charge load factor would have Lapn 
based on experiment length in the Orbiter payload buy. However, user charg'cs 
nrc not considered for NASA payloads. 
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Table 4-1. Alternative Concept Preliminary ROM Cost Estimates (1981 $M) 
Development Unit 
Concept cost cost Total 
1 5.5 1.2 6.7 
1--1 * 5.1 1.0 6.1 
2 4.5 1.4 5.9 
2A 6.5 1.6 8.1 
28 11.2 2.7 13.9 
3 4.8 1.5 6.3 
4 3.2 0.8 4.0 
-
5 5.5 1.7 7.2 
* Triangu/ar vs diamond beam reduces cost by an average of 15% 
4.2.10 CONCEPT SELECTION. The numerical evaluation of the candidate 
experiments is presented in Table 4-2. The evaluation criteria are identified 
and the relative merit of each concept against these criteria is rated. The 
evaluation criteria were chosen to screen the concepts against the major per-
formance capabilities and program and operational concerns. The rating system 
is one to five, with five being the best rating for each criterion. No relative 
weighting factors were applied to the selection criteria. 
The sum of the rating factors indicates highest potential benefits for concepts 
1 and 2A. However. concepts 2 and 4 are lowest in cost. Concepts 3, 4. and 5 
have the lowest potential benefits. which makes them the least desirable approaches. 
Concept 2B exceeds the $10l\l program cost gJlideline. which narrows the choice to 
concepts 1 and 2A. 
By dividing the estimated prOf 1m costs into the sum of the rating factors, it 
is seen that concept 1 has the highest benefit /cost ratio. with concept 2A a 
close second. 
The final choice between concepts 1 and 2A was mllde on the basis of the rrl'eatcst 
potential benefits to be derived from eoneept 2A. Concept 2A provides a longer 
truss structure and has the potential for even gl'cnter length dependin[~ upon the 
final payload envelope allowed. Concept 1 has no g'rowth capability and has 
marginal length for performing structures and dynamics testing. Concept 2A 
Ivas selected because of its superior overall eupabilities and high cost effeetive-
ness ratio. 
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Table 4-2. Experiments Concepts Numerical Evaluation 
(Scale of 1-5. High Numbers Best) 
,..--. 
I Experiment COnC(ipts Evaluation Criteria , 
1 2 2A 28 3 
Performance capabilities 
0 DAP effects testing 3 5 5 5 5 
• Structural dynamics testing 3 4 4 5 5 
• RMS operations 5 2 5 5 2 
• EVA operations 5 0' 5 5 0 
• Deployment/retraction 4 4 4 3 4 
• Suitcase experiments 5 0 5 3 0 
Proflram & operational 
• More flight opportunities 5 4- 4 4 1 
0 Orbiter compatibility 3 4 4 4 4 
• Potential for multi-mission options 3 4 5 2 4-
• Minimal development risk 4 4 4 2 4 
2: f~ating factors 40 31 45 38 29 
-
8enefits/$M cost" ratio 5.97 5.25 556 2.73 4.60 
"---- -
-
• ShuWe user charges not included 
4.3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
4 5 
2 5 
2 5 
1 3 
0 3 
2 5 
0 2 
5 1 
2 5 
1 4 
5 4 
20 37 
5.00 5.14 
The preceding trades and concept evaluations resulted in the selection of a 
deployable tetrahedral truss supported in the Orbiter by a support structure. 
The baseline configuration' assumes an arrangement whereby the basic experi-' . , . 
ment shares space in the forward section of the payload bay with an MPS experi" 
mental pallet on a flight accompanied by deployed satellite payloads. Additional 
suitcase experiments for EVA /RMS experiments are integrated into the SCE 
payload. 
4.3.1 STRUCTURAL AND ~.lECIIANICAL DESIGN. The general arrang-ement for 
the bmiic SCE is shown in Fig-urc 4-18. The 50. 1m truss assembly is stowed in 
its deployment rail in a short, flat packaging env~lope. The initial deployment 
sequcnce is performed using' the Rl\lS to accomplish the following unlatch and 
rotation functions: 
u. Unlatch forward latch 
b. Rotate truss pHckng'c 90 dng-rees 
C. Deploy forward siele members with lift and holddown Hrm 
d. Deploy extension rail No. 1 
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e. Deploy aft side members with lift and holddown arm 
f. Deploy extension rail No. 2 
g. Deploy tripper support arms 
Following initial deployment, two motor-driven deploy /retract carriages sequen-
tially deploy the tetrahedral truss - one bay at a time. The deployment rails 
provide moment reaction support of the truss structure at all times as each bay 
is deployed and latched open by self-locking hinges, This sequence may be 
stopped or reversed. at any stage of deployment. For retraction the carriages 
act to automatically unlock or trip the hinges in a truss bay and collapse to a 
folded position. 
The deployment rails are braced. as shown, to react pitch and roll moments for 
worst-case contingency loads that could occur during test. to ensure the safety 
of tho crew and Orbiter. The pitch braces also serve as handholds for EVA in 
the vicinity of the support structure. 
Characteristics and performance of the basic experiment are summarized in 
Table 4-3. Deployment/retraction rate was selected to limit power requirements 
to 0.5 ItW. This is also the estimated power required to operate the dampers at 
the maximum damping ratio. 
Table 4-3. SCE Performance and Characteristics Summary 
Item 
Deployment /Retraction Rate 
Deploy /Retract Drive Speed 
Power (peak) 
Damping Ratio (active) 
Tip ['Ilass 
Value 
3 bays/min 
0.3m/sec 
500W 
O. 1%. 2% 
400 kg 
The experiment deployable truss is to be stowed above the :\IPS payload in the 
forward section of the cargo bay within the space available. Tb~ ti'USS and 
deployment rail is supported by a truss network support structure that trans-
fers loads from the rail to the Orbiter structure. The support structure and its 
installation details are shown in Figure 4-19. 
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The support truss network is mounted in the Orbiter at available Iteel and 
longer'on support stations. Since it is a requirement that the experiment have 
jettison cnpability. the Ieeel and longeron fittings are of the active-deployable 
type. Jettison of the truss network is accomplished by operating" the active 
Shuttle fittings. Removal of the entire truss from the Shuttle is performed with 
the RMS by engaging a .~apple fitting located on the support structure, as 
shown • 'The support' truss network provides a stowage space and support for 
suitcase experiments. 
The support structure is located to provide adequate room for astronaut access 
into and out of the forward cabin. The support structure is constructed of 7. 6cm 
squar!~, thin-walled aluminum tubes with appropriate gusseting. Trunnions ai.d 
scuff plates are attached at four places for longeron fittings. One keel fitting is 
provided. Each longaron fitting includes a standard guide-rail mechanism to 
facilit.ate deployment of the structure. 
Six attachment fittings are provided to hold the deployment rail to the truss net-
work. Four aft hinges allow the rail to rotate for depl.oyment. Two forward 
latching supports hold the deployment rail in its stowed position. These two 
latch mechanisms interface with the RMS to release tile rail for del-'loyment and 
recapture the rail for stowuffe. 
Two 9.5cm diameter, thin-walled aluminum struts provide pitch moment support 
need(~d at the base when the truss is deployed, The struts use "over-center" 
locking hinges. The two tubes are connected tog-ether by a cr-:>s.sbar that has an 
RMS connector to release the over-center hinges for restowage cf the deployablH 
truss assembly. 
The FSS cradle B and the MPE support structure were evaluated for use in the 
experiment. Neither was selected. Instead, the single support structure for 
the dE!ployable truss and the suitcase experiments and accessories stowage was 
selectc')d. 
The main criteria used to select the support structure were b.S follows: 
a. Availability of active longeron and keel fittings with existing payloada on 
the baseline mission. 
b. Location of stowed deployment rail to be above the MPS pa:,-load. 
c. Maintaining the 48-inch, astronaut-access area aft of the aft cabin bulkhead. 
d. Lo(!ation of equipment stowage space between the stowed deployment rail and 
the MPS. With this configuration. it offers easy access to the equipment by 
the Rl\lS and serves as a worldng platform for the astronauts. 
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Standard FSS cradles A, B. and A' (Reference 10) were consider-cd with the four 
main criteria above. Cradles A and A' offered restricted ingid{~ geometry. They 
would require specially-designed supports between the cradle and the deployment 
ruil.· Cradle B is 54 inches long. This is too long to be used without shifting 
around existing payloads. 
The Teledyne MPE support structure (Reference 9) was considered but didn't 
provide adequate height (in Z direction) to attach the deployment rail and clear 
the MPS payload. Use of the. Teledyne structure would require extensive modi-
fications to adapt it to the experiment. 
The experiment preliminary design employs special bellmouth fittings for inser-
tion of a hexagonal head drive so all of the initial deployment and final stowage 
functions can be performed eithel' manually 01' with the RMS. The concept shown 
in Figure 4-20 employs the Universal Service Tool (UST) developed by Spar 
Aerospace Ltd. for NASA/GSFC. The UST is a motor-driven torque wrench 
which ':!an use special torque tool attachments as driving fasteners. The UST 
attache:s to the RMS standard end effector and is powered through an electricru 
interface. This device can also bEl used to install equipment modules on the 
basic experiment. An alternative approach would be a simple socket wrench 
mounted on a standard grapple fitting to use the wrist roll motion of the RMS to 
rotate the deployment drive shafts. 
Extenelon rt:lll !llnga do~all 
~. ~.-~-. - -~-=-=--­~~i!iIZ:i!f:t~11mW.: -- "Z~ ~=---~-::-=~:::-;; .... ~ .. --.. -
. - .... -. -- ---..,. .... 
Universal service tool 
/' Extension 
mil 
Figure 4-20. RMS Driven Deployment Mechanisms 
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Two truss deployment and retraction carriages deploy the tetrahedral ' truss and 
retmct it for stowage. Fif;~uX'e 4- 21 shows cnrring-e dotails. The cal'riago trans-
lates along the deployment rail on C! set of l'Ollet'o in !l truck. Eueh cat'l"iag'e is 
driven by n brushless de gear motor with u raclt and pinion drivo. A drivG latch 
engages a node and roller fitting on thEl truss. The drive latch is disengus'ed by 
a r(Jtary sollanoid actuutor after each carriage stroke. 
During deployment, each drive latch engag-es a truss node fitting on opposite 
sidE!s of the rail. The carl'ingus drive in the deploy direction until a h'uss bay 
is open Hnd locked. The drive latches are disengaged and the cllrriages return 
to pick up the next bay nodo fittings. Power and control signuls are trans-
mitted to enl:!h carringe by wind-up harnesses on a reel. 
During retraction the drive latches rHmain disenga~sed as tho carriages drive 
past the node fittings a short distance. On tho retrnct stroke, the two hinges' 
trippers on each Clu'l'iage unlatch the hinges in one bay so that, us the drive 
latches eng(]lge the no do fittings, the bay will collapse and be retracted by the 
action of tho carriages. 
_Hinge 
tripper 
Fi[{ure 4- 21. Df!ployment IRetraction Carriage Mechanisms 
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4.3.2 CONTROL. POWER. AND DATA ACQUISITION. The selected approach 
COl' thc3 SGE control showno-in FIg-urc "4:-22I:tses-a-micropl'ocessor controller! the 
Shuttlo-qualified CIS Contl~ol Unit with a zao. a-bit procossor. FOl'instru-
mentation. a standard off-the-shelf PCM Encoder provides n 16 l<bps data stream 
to the Orbiter payload dutu interlcClvel' for r~cor'dillg purposes. Hardwil'c inter-
faces are utilized between the d0ployable trUSfJ and support structure. and the 
Payload Specialist Station. Hardwil"e requi.rements are estimated in Table 4-4. 
Revisions to the preliminary hard wire control concept include use of two carriage-
driven drive latches with solenoid actuution for hinge tripping instead of four 
hinge tripping motors, two brushlesa motors instead of one conventional dc 
carring'e-drive motor, two digital encoders replacing one annlog pickoff, nddition 
of another jettison fitting dual motol", and addition of redundant rate gyro data 
slots in the PCM datil stream to complement the torque wheel data redundancy. 
The actual distribution of multipl<~xer inputs will be more complex than illustrated 
to prevent lo&s of all of anyone type of data source because of the malfunction 
of a single 16: 1 multiplexer. The Control Unit outputs a 4 Kbps data stl'enlll, 
which the PCM Encoder interleaves with the multiplexed data sources. 
The l'~~lay switches for the conventional motor carriage drive have been replaced 
with low-power-dissipation hybrid switches, currently under l..'Ompany develop': 
ment, for the brushles8 motor drive. Both types of switches mount on the same 
forln factor modulo cards in the Control Unit. 
The s€ilected concept provides flexibility via software control. hus digital accuracy, 
utilizelS reliable drive eleetromechanisms, and promises moderate cost with only' 
two qualified electronics units (Control Unit uad PCM Encodel') plus a control 
panel, in addition to the deployable truss electror.ics and electl'Omechanisms. 
A fully digital control mechanization is employed for the carriage drive control 
concept of Figure 4-23. A bl'ushless SOl-CO motor with oversaturntion resistance, 
high thermal conductivity, and reliable life is employed. An incremental optical, 
encoder mounted directly on the motor shuft serves three purposes: (1) pl'Ovides 
pulse l~nte feedbaclt for a tight velocity loop around the motor. (2) provides 
incremental position for fine-position tracking of the two earring'es I1nd for 
cnrria€;c position sequencing, and (3) provides the rotor position for electronic 
commutation. 
An 8 parallel bit output. nbsolute opticnl encoder completes slig'htly It~SS than one 
full revolution for maximum carriag'c trllvcl. This eliminates the need for the ' 
Control Unit to resolve any position ambig'uity. nnd prevents loss of control 
recovery in case of II carriage position datu transient. Us;n~; optielll encoders 
that inherently provide hig'h digital accuracy. the speed reduction bncldHsh is 
the only position errol' source. A typical 30 nrc-minute maximum bncklush is nIl 
equivalent O.018cm cllrriage travel, which is nep,;ligible eompnred to the nllowablo .. 
O.3cm maximum et\rrint~e position difference. 
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Table 4-4. SCE to Orbiter Inter.face 
Function Number of Wires 
------------------------.~~----------------------------
61 DEPLOYMENT 
Deploy Motor Drive 0.5 kg-m @ 10 A 
Motor Position Feedback Logic Level 
Carriage Position Feedbaclt Logic Level 
Encoder Power 5VDC 14 A 
Drive Latch Lift Solp.noid Drive 0 • 2 A 
Drive Latch Position Logic Level 
Motor Temperature Sensor Low Level 
• JETTISON 
Active Fitting Motor Drbre 
Active Fitting Latch Position 
Truss Support Structure 
Separation Sensors 
(II CONTROL 
0.1 A ac 
Logic Level 
Logic Level 
Switched Truss Control Pow(~r 10 A 
Actuate /Damp Selection 
Actuate Excitation 
Rate Gyro Output 
Torque Motor Temp Sensor 
(9 INSTRUMENTATION 
Logic Level 
Low Level 
Low Level 
Low Level 
33 x 2 = 66 
3 x 2 = 6 
9 x 2 = 18 
2 x 2 = 4 
2 x 2 = 4 
4 x 2 = 8 
2 x 2 = 4 
10 x 2 = 20 
2 x 5 = 10 
2 x 4 = 8 
2 
7 
7 
6 x 2 = 12 
6 x 2 = 12 
Switched Instrumentation 
Control Unit Data Bus 
PCM Data Bus 
Power 3 A 2 
Logic Level 2 
Logic Lcve_l __________ 2__ 
TOTAL 194 
In the Figure 4-23 diagram. the top carriage is shown as a self-contained 
loop with position information being used to generate the commanded carriage 
traverse sequence at constant rate (plus appropriate ramp/de-ramp velocities). 
with the carriage servo using pulse rate feedback for computing the rnte error 
control signal. The opposite side car!'iage servo. in addition. traclts the other 
carriage by computing a p0sition difff)rence error control signal that modifies 
its operating rate to Minimize the position difference. The Control Unit has 
automatic torque IimiLng software 1.:1 case a temporary electrical power dropout 
scrambles the control loop. This prevents any equipment damage. and permits 
the Payload Specialist to reestablish the sequence for cleployment or retraction. 
A typical sequencing of the carriages is shown in Figure 4-24. 
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Figure 4-24. Carria.ge Sequence Diagram 
DEPLOY SEQUENCE 
RETRACT SEQUENCE 
264.964·1 
The carriage servo control loop me(:hanization illustrated in Figure 4-25 is con-
tained in the Control Unit processor software and appropriate input/output. 
The carriag'o sequence software generates the commanded constant rate with 
reamp/de-amp rates. and the solenoid driver activate/deenergize signal in 
ac,cordance with the desired deployment or retraction sequence as a function of 
caloriageposition . . 
The rate stabilization software differences the commanded rate and the pulse 
rate feedback for a rate error signal. Control filtering is provided for high 
st:Slbility margin servo performance. The opposite side carriage servo also sums 
in a position error signal with appropriate proportional plus integral compensa-
tiem for good position tracking performance. 
The pulse width modulation software r;enerates a pulse width modulated output as 
a function of the control error signol. to obtain a low power dissipation mode of 
motor operation. The stator field winding switches are sequenced by the commu-
tation sequence software for correct winding energization by the pulse width 
modulated signal. The pulse width modulation software includes a time-out func-
ti(m; therefore. a too long. high modulation signal (representing long duration 
high torque) results in automatic shutdown with Payload Specialist notification. 
The torquE! switches use HEXFET devices with high gain. and a positive tempera-
ture coefficient without secondary breakdown. 
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Figure 4-25. Carriage Control Electronics Diagram 
The Payload Specialist can command or monitor any function performed by the 
Control Unit via the computer Iteyboul'd and display on the operator's panel, 
shown in Figure 4-26, with command and monitor software. He can command and 
monitor various experiment modes and excitation signals. He can ,monitor and 
assume eontrol of the deployment Iretraction operation. Redline indicators are 
provided for critical functions to immediately attract the Payload Specialist's 
attention. Continuous readouts are provided to indicate the extent of truss 
deflections and the progress of deployment or retraction. In case of emergency, 
the arm/safe switch can be operated for truss jettison. 
The status of the jettison active fittings is displayed and also transmitted to the 
Orbiter C and W. After jettison, truss separation indicators show that a mini-
mum separation distapce has been achieved. 
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Figure 4-26. IVA Operator Display and Controls Panel Concept 
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SECTION 5 
ANALYSIS 
/ 
Structural l:nd dynamic analysis was performed to determine applied loads, sup-
port loads, and truss loads. These data were used to determine truss sizing and 
support geometry. Truss materials were evaluated and structural dynamic 
characteristics computed. Mass properties for the SCE were established and 
thermodynamic considerations evaluated. This section presents the results of 
these analyses. 
!i.1 STHUCTURAI. ANALYSIS 
The Conyair prototype deployable truss (Figure 3-12) was configured to the size 
Hnd strength requirements established by a previous LSS study of a large radar 
array. This configuration was used as the baseline structure for the SCE. The 
iimpHcts o!' ;:CE operations on the baseline structural configuration were then 
determined. 
,5.1.1 APPLIED LOADS. The preliminary desig"n of the SCE determined the 
maximum deployed length of truss was limited to approximately 50m by uyutlable 
stowage space. The size of the Up mass was selected to effectively double the 
Jroll moment of inertia of the Orbl.tm·. Thus, a 400 kg tip mass would increase 
1the roll moment of inertia by 106 kg-·m 2. 
The maximum on-orbit loads experienced by the truss and the truss support 
structure are caused by primary reaction control system (PRCS) thruster firings. 
PRCS thl~uster firings are considered worst-case contingency loads because they 
'Would normally not be used during space construction operations. However, 
during a1ttitude control and maneuvering activities with the vernier RCS (VRCS), 
failure of a vernier jet to shut off may cause PRCS firings to occur. 
The preliminary design loads were derived as quasi-static responses to PRCS 
firing'S. The steady-state responses caused by PRCS pitci1 and roll maneuyers 
were multiplied by a dynamic amplification factor of 2 for cOr!servative estimater;. 
The loads data were generated in the parametric form shown in Figure 5-1, 
assuming a rigid mounting interface. 
Final design will require analysis of the selected SCE configuration in the Charles 
Stark DrapCl" Laboratory (CSDL) DAP simulation to g'enerate dynamic loads. The 
:initial simulations performed by CSDL on an equivalent 100m truss with a 100 kg 
tip mass, however, did show a maximum dynamic load caused by a PRCS pitch 
maneuver that was approximately equal to the preliminary loads generated. 
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Figure 5- 1. Parametric Truss Mounting Interface Loads Data 
5.1.2 TRUSS SUPPOHT. The stress analysis resulted in the truss support 
arrangl~ment shown in Figure 5-2. The requirem(mts include: 
n. The rollel s that support and guide the beam within the deployment rails 
must be captured to carry loads for both pitch and roll moments. Otherwise. 
deflections and loads in the rails are un!)cceptably IUi-·ge. Captured rollers 
must be configured to pre'vent binding during deployment. 
b. Braces must be provided for the deployment ruils. A single brace is needed 
for each rail to restrain pitchiug moments. while two braces per rail are re-
quired for roll moment restraint. Typical braces would be equivalent to the 
sizes shown using aluminum. 
'J. The deployment rails are 5.1 em by 10.2 em aluminum box beams with wall 
thickness of 0.5 em. Margins of safety exceed 1.0 for worst-case loads. 
The analysis considered the effects of various stages of deployment. The worst-· 
case loads for roll moment occur with 22 bays and 27 bays deployed. In pitch. 
the worst-case rail loads occur with 22 bays deployed while maximum pitch brace 
loads occur at full deployment. 
TWO BnACES 
FOR PITCH MOMENT 
11.7 em DIA X 
0.08 em WALL 
.- -
lv MINIMUM SECTION OF RAILS 
10.2XS.1 em BOX BEAM 
0.5 WALL 
q 
I 
ROLLERS MUST BE CAPTURED 
FOR BOTH PITCH & ROll MOMENTS 
Figure 5-2. Truss Support Hcquirements 
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5.1. 3 'rHllSS LOADS AND GEOl\lETRY. The \I1m'st-cnso t:rtms momber lands m'o 
shown hll.'i!4'uro"' t')·· 3:-·T'ho·lnutl.llitude~0t· thoBe loads hnd n rmmlml' of undosil"lIblo 
offo(:t8 on the basolino truss h'iSOmotl'Y lind confiRm'ntions summHl·i:r.~d in Tnbl\ll 
5-1. The rovisud truss l,~Homotl'Y Ilnd configuration is illustl'lltod in Fip;u1'o 5-". 
Theso physlc~l chnngos inci'ol\so woight, pndmging sizo, and cost. They nIso 
incl'()tlse tho stiffn~ss of tho truss, whieh inCl'OHSeS tho mounl frequoncios, Thts 
dotl'l:ll~ts from the cnpnbility to porform DAP intol'l\ctions tm;tinR' IlS discussed in 
SecHon H, 3, whl.ll'o toe I'. ':~'I uos for l'oducin~t truss stiffness n1'O 1\1so discuslclOd. 
nnd it is concludod thnt tho best nppt'OHch is to uso I111Xiblo mounting, 
MoxIMm!i'Q!:Di~ch mom@nt h.lfllChl 
(full 3~Mbay do~k)YffiU!~nt) 
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Tuble 5-1. Doploynblo Truss Chnn~\'o Due to Contin~tt)ney Londt-! 
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.. _- .. II 
-
... _--.. 
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The modal frequencies of the truss Ilre presentod in Table 5-2 for two confip,;ur'l-
Hom.. Th(! first confit~ul'ntion assumes the truss and support l'nils are rigidly 
mounted to Il. rigId Orbiter. For this configuration. tho lowest elustic mode ill 11 
roll banding mode at 2.0 Hz. Tha "soft mounted" config'Ul>ution includes ndditjonul 
flexibility in roll between the truss and the Orbiter. The rotational spring value 
used was 1.0 x 105 N-m/rnd. No additiondl flexibility wus introduced in other 
dircetions. With tho additional roll flexibilii:y induded. the first roll bending 
modnl frequency dropped to less than 0.5 Hz. 
The answer to the truss louds problem will come through further analysis where 
flexible mounting mllst be evaluated by DAP sirnulutions. Onc(~ 11 mounting flexi-
bility is selected and the s'~..:- of the tip mass is validated. then the structure cun 
be sized for optimum cost and performance. 
Table 5-2. Comparison of Truss Modal Frequencies (Hz) 
---_ .. ---
Mode Rigid Mount Soft Mount 
1 0.200 0.046 
2 0.237 0.237 
3 2.96 2.00 
4 3.67 3.67 
5 8.71 7.34 
6 10.15 9.24 
7 11. 94 11.94 
8 18.54 15.62 
Truss Chnl:'acte~ 
Length 50 meters 
400 kilograms Tip Mass 
Stiffness (EO 6.m:S x 107 N-m 2 (pitch) 
2.936 x 107 N-m2 (yow) 
------------~------------,----
5.1. <I :rn lJSS MATERIALS EV ~\LlJATION. The primary consideration for selec-
tion of materiuls and processes to fubricutc a 50m deployable truss beum for n 
flig'ht test experiment is cost. The Convair prototype deployable truss utilizes 
struts constructed of GY-70 /930 gruphite /epoxy. i\lode fitting's are aluminum 
and hing'os nre aluminum or titanium. Evaluation of the aluminum fitting joints 
showed the inadequacy of t.he aluminum-to-graphite coupling becaUBO of the 
grof,B diff,}I'tmce in their codficients of thermal expansion (CTE). The struts 
were fabricated by compression molding and \\'(31'0 autocluvo cured. 
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To produce a sufficient quantity ot' void-free quality tubing for the proposed 50m 
beam. two major production l'ofJtrictions should be changed from th!~ original 
fubrication schema. Theee two rostdctions are autoclave curing and compre!3sion 
molding'. State-of-the-art tubing fabrication consists of layup on an aluminum 
male mu.drel. wrapping with shrink tape. Hnd curing' vertically in un oven. This 
method is currently in use to fabricate tubes for space applications that require 
void-frI3c. dimensionally stable tubing. 
The clamshell molded type of tube attnchment fitting has become extremely 
popular. It offers potential cost savings compared to metullics such as titanium. 
The two metallic type fittings with acceptable CTEs to provide adhesive bond 
stability over a wide temperature range are titanium and Invar. High materiul 
cost and high machining cost restrict these metals as primary candidates. 
Carpenter tape hinges, however. require the use of titanium for their function. 
The T-300 graphite fiber base fabI'ics are approximately 20% by weight of the 
UHM GY-'/O fabdcs and approximately 40% of the HM GY-50 fllbx'ics. This makes 
T-300 Bl candidate only if low cost is considered. Its poor life and CTn stability 
characteristics and low modulus do not make it a viable choice. The high loud 
and th€!rmal sttlbility considerations will dictote the use of the UHM GY-70 fabrics 
for the SCE truss. 
In summury, it is recommended that the GY·-70/930 graphite-epoxy materlUl be 
used extensively for both tubes and fittings. This will provide the best joint 
compatlbility. minimize fitting manufacturing costs, and allow a near-zero CTE 
structure to be achieved. 
5.2 MASS PROPERTIES 
The mass properties computed for the SCE. including its support structure and, , ' 
experimtlnts. are presented in Figure 5- 5. The figures are given for tho three· , 
planned phases of deployment for which dynamic and controls testing are planned. 
The moments of inertia 111'0 relative to the center of muss of tho experiment. 
Mass properties of the Orbiter are not included. 
A weight breakdown of the SCE is shown in Table 5-3. The tip muss is jn:~luded 
as part of tho t.-uss equipment. and. as seen. it represents the major item of 
mass. Its presence accounts for the wide separation of the center of mass from 
the Orbiter. This is cause for concern where jettison of the experiment must be 
conside:l'ed. 
Use of the Rl\IS to jettison the SCE While it is deployed could crentc unacceptable 
moments on the RMS. A system to fil'st jettison tho tip mass may be required. 
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Oporatlon 
6)tperiments 
C(J~lte-:l' of m@3tl ~.~()m(';rua @a imwUa 
Deployed (In.) (~\~m2) 
pSlosG} IXK I¥y Izz X V Z moli) 1v~1 (\)~I) (Ymw) 
1/3 775 0 sea B.11 X104 8.21>ci04 2.53)(103 
2/3 775 0 95a 3.03X105 3.04X105 2.53X103 
Full 775 0 1,25i' 6.41X105 6.49X105 2.53X103 
21011416·22 
Figure 5··5. SCE Mass Properties 
Table 5-3; SCE Weight Brealtdown 
Wei$ht 
Item lb kg 
Cradle '/62 346 
Truss 354 161 
Deployment Structure 222 101 
Deployment l'.lechanisms 156 71 
Truss Equipment 955 433 
Miscellaneous Electrical 35 16 
Suitcase Experiments 200 91 
TOTAL 2.684 1,219 
;1 
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5.3 THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
Thermodynamic considerations for the structures and mecha.nisms indicatod in 
Figure ,5--6 include selective thermal conting or shielding and grounding of 
electromechanical powered components such as motors and solenoids to prevent 
overheating. In areas where the astronauts may use hllndholds or otherwise 
contact the structure, thermal coatings will prevent excessively hot structure. 
The issue of thermal deflections of the deployable truss is considered to be of 
minor importance provided the structurul members nre composite materials with 
very low CTE. Ground testing of CTE and heat transfer chul'acteristics of truss 
struts and fittings is consIdered sufficient to accurately predict deflections. 
Specific measurement of thermol deflection in space is not planned, as these 
deflections will not be significant enough to warrant the added cost of measuring. 
Similarly, temperature measurements of the truss members would provide little 
useful data. 
Coat structure In 
hand· hold areas 
Them-wIly shield 8. ground 
o!octrom()Chfm!cai components 
21011410-34 
Figure 5- 6. Thermodynamic Considerutions 
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SECTION 6 
FLIGHT CONTROL ANALYSIS 
Studies and analyses were conducted by Convair identifying dynamic test require-
ments I' damping requirements. and a selected damping approach. A preliminary 
N ASTRAN model of the SCE was prepared by Convair. transmitted to the Charles 
Stark Draper Laboratory (CSDL), and integrated into their Digital Autopilot (DAP) 
simulations. Early simulation runs provided preliminary data on Orbiter/structure 
intel'aetions and structural loads. and DAP performance provided data needed to 
identify SCE frequency and mode shape characteristics !',equired to challenge the 
DAP. A second NASTRAN model of the preliminary design configuration with a 
range of base mount stiffnesses was then prepared by Convair and analyzed in 
CSnT...'s simulation. This section presents these study and analyses activities 
and results. 
6.1 DYNAMIC TEST~NG 
Structural and control dynamics tests were selected to evaluate key issues as 
identified in Table 6-1. The first test listed has been limited to roll maneuvers 
since that axis. with its smaller moment of inertia. is influenced much more by 
flexible structure than either pitch or yaw. Random noise modal surveys have 
been chosen since they are signif:lcantly more efficient time-wise than other . 
te\..hniques. However. one sinusoidal excitation and free decay test has been 
includlad to provide data on amplitude sensitive behavior . 
Table 6..:1. . Dynamic Tests Related to Key Issues 
Issues 
TESTS 1 2 3 4 
Small 1'011 maneuvers at partial &; full deployment -
decreasing damping augmentatior at each test length 0 e 
Random noise excitation modal r.mrveys I,) • e 
Sinusoidal excitation & free dec/;\y of higher mode 
" 
$ G 
Issues 
.1. Effect of test structure flexibility & vibration on Orbiter & DAP 
2. Effect of Orbiter-induced dynamics on test structure 
3. Minimum modal dumping ratios 
4. Dynamic modeling accuracy. especially for higher modes 
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One dynamic issue that has not been included is the effect of outriggers or offset 
feed provisions on the end of the beam. Noting that /lny str'.lcture is dynamically 
modeled by mass properties and mode, the prcliminm."Y conclm~i(ln is that the 
added structure does not present a different dynamic problem: the incremental 
moment of inertia contributions are smull and the first bending mode would not 
be signUicantly different in the critical roll axis. 
Excitat;on of the structure for the modal surveys and sinusoidal excitation tests 
is provided by the torque wheels located in the damper sets at the tip of the test 
structUll'e as discussed in the subsequent subsection. 
The rat,e gyros in the damper sets will be used to measure the lower modes, while' 
distributed accelerometers (approximately 15) will be used to measure higher 
frequency mode shapes and damping. 
Bendin€~ loads in the truss will be measured by strajn gauges installed on truss 
memberl;J in selected bays at the base of the deploy~~d truss. Orbiter I structure 
interaction loads will be measured by load cells in the mounts and supports of 
the truBS deployment rail. 
6.2 DAMPING AUGMENTATION 
To evaluate how much damping augmentation will be required. the behavi.or of a 
100m truss with a 100 kg tip weight was analyzed. The truss was cantile;'"ered 
from a dgid body Orbiter. Since this structure is longer than any of the experi:-
ment candidates, it represented an Qxtreme case such that conclusions reached . 
would be conservative. This preliminary model had these characteristics: 
a. Pitch natural frequency = 0.96 rad per sec 
b. Assume first bending mode damping ratio = 0.001 
The use of the O.OGI damping ratio may not be conservative. As part of Convair's 
IRAD worlt. modal damping ratios of 0.0025 and lower in air have been measured. 
Two requirements were identified and evaluated fo!' various values of first bending 
mode damping ratio. The first requirement is to minimize the test structure 
response to Orbiter-induced excitation. The structural responses for 0.1%. 1%. 
and 2% damping ratio were computed assuming the Orbiter pitching in a ±O.Ol 
degree per second square wave with a frequency of 0.96 radian per second. 
The values are shown in Table 6-2. 
The second requirement is to limit the time required to stabilize the structure 
prior to performing a subsequent test. Times for the selected uamping ratios 
are also shown in Table 6-2. 
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Table 6-2. Variable Damping Ratio Effects on Tip Motion 
and Stabilization Time 
-- --
Steady-State Minutes 
Damping Tip Motion. to 
Ratio meters Stabilize 
0.001 ±11.4 87.0 
0.01 ± 1.2 8.7 
0.02 ± 0.6 4.3 
Based on the predicted responses and damping times for the preliminary model. 
it was concluded that 1% damping with augmentation may be sufficient and 2% 
damping is adequate. depending of course on the final configuration selected. 
For the first requirement. it should be notod that the amplitude buildup for 
lightly damped modes is a rather slow process even when the excitation is at the 
exact critical frequency. 
Three damping augmentation approaches were considered for the seE. The 
Dlternative approaches arc shown and compared in Figure 6-1. 
Viscoellwtic materials wore rejected since creep and outgassing require further 
development efforts. The proof-mass/accelerometer damper is an excellent 
technique for high frequencies but becomes severely stroke limited at low fre-
quencies. Applying 6.28 rad/sec to the output relRtion shown in Figure 6-1 
gives about 5 Newtons (N) available at 1.0 Hz rather than the rated value of 
196 N. Low frequencies. as will be encountered in the first mode of the test 
structurl3. arc best damped with the torque wheel/rate gyro damper. as used 
with dramatic success on a Convair IRAD program. Although the IRAD wheel 
starts limiting at 1.3 Hz. this frequ(mcy can be readily reduced by additional 
weight and size. 
The installation concept for the selected damping augmentation approach is shown 
:in FigurE~ 6-2. By using two torque wheel damper sets per axis with each set 
IProvidinl~ 1% damping to the first bending mode, it is possible to select 2% 
damping (both sets operating). 1% damping' (one set operating), or zero added 
damping with both sets off. Sizing the maximum torque of the wheels is not 
I~specially critical since they still provide damping in saturation but not as much 
as when they are operating' in the linear rang~. The installation shown includes 
provision f01' variable tip masses by pumping' fluid into dosed cylinders. Thus. 
between partial deployment and partial tip mass, the extreme condition can be 
approached in fine increments .. Pr2liminary sizing indicates a maximum torque 
of 4.5 Nm as sct by a 50m truss and a 0.05 deg'/sec step change in Orbiter 
body ratEl. 
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• Creep & outgassing are unresolved issues -
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PROOF MASS MOT ION 
.. Consider Ung 403 shaker as proof-mass actuator 
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Figure 6-2. Selected Damping Augmentation Approach 
Calculations early in the study used an active damping component set with a 
high bandwidth torque wheel and a rate gyro that has a natural frequency of 
20 Hz. The rl1te gyro dynamics limited performance since higher frequency 
modes could be driven unstable at high values of gain. Latcr developments 
removed this limitation by. blending the rate gyro output with that of a high 
fr4~quency sensor such that the component set is flat to about 800 Hz. As 
seen in Talble 6- 3. a first order is then added well below the 800 Hz (in this 
case at 40 Hz or 250 rad/sec); consequently. the system can roll off without 
in1troducin!~ sufficient phase shift to cause stability problems. The data show 
that for the 1% or 2% damping ratios of interest here. the g'ain margin is at 
least a factor of 5 (14 dB). 
6.3 DAP CONSIDERATIONS 
Possible interactions between the DAP and tho SeE structure can come from a 
number of sources. Tho most complex interaction arises from large flexible 
structure with low modal frequencies and large moment of inertia contributions. 
As the structure grows larger and the frequencies get lower. there must be a 
limit to thE! ability of the current DAP to maintain control. Attempts to 
identify and understand this limit have been given considerable emphasis in 
this program. 
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TablE~ 6-3. Active Damper Perfot'mance for 50m Truss with 400 kg Tip Mass 
using Wideband Torque Wheel-Sensor Combination with First Order 
Filter at 250 rad/sec 
___ D_a_m..;;p.~~ .!l~~o Incl'e~~ Freq 
Mode Rud/Sec Axis Ie=l K=2 K=5.7 K=l1. 4 
------------. .------------------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1. 35 
1. 91 
40.6 
57.4 
67.9 
130.9 
185.2 
272.9 
P 
R 
p 
R 
R 
p 
R 
p 
0.014 
0.010 
0.077 
0.050 
0.033 
0.057 
0.016 
0.036 
0.028 
0.020 
0.15 
0.10 
0.062 
0.11 
0.032 
0.076 
0.082 
0.057 
0.28 
0.24 
0.11 
0.13 
0.08;; 
0.18 
0.16 
0.12 
0.15 
0.20 
0.89 
0.072 
0.13 
0.19 
---------------------------------------------------K = Feedback gain 
DAP performance is measured by two criteria. The first is the rate of RCS 
propellant consumption. The second is achievable pointing accuracy. Assuming 
that the SCE structure will be designed to preclude damage from worst-case 
RCS firing condition1;l, the other possible performance limiters include: 
a. DE!ployed structure flexibility 
b. D{~ployment transients 
c. RMS operations 
d. Products of inertia 
e. Conter-of-mass shifts 
6.3.1 CSDL COMPUTER SIMULATIONS. A preliminary NASTRAN data tape 
was prepared at COIlvair and sent to CSDL. In addition to checking out the data 
transmission interface, it was expected that computer simulation of the DAP and 
the structure described by the data would provide some information on the DAP 
performance limit. The preliminary tape includes a model of a 100m truss without 
tip mass and a 100m truss with a 100 kg' tip mass. 
The results of the CSDL simulations and analysis are documented in Reference 27. 
Table 6-4 summarizes the siraulation runs made at CSDL. The simulations included 
one m~\l1ual control case and two cases with primary ReS jets failed on. Although 
the 100m beam with the 100 kg tip mass gavtl larger moment of inertia changes 
than any payload previously run at Draper, the conclusion was that the DAP 
could handle it without any significant performance degradation. 
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Maneuv 
Table 6-4. Simulation Run Summary for Preliminul'Y 100m Truss 
with 100 kg Tip Mass 
-
VRCS PRCR 
Maneuv Manauv 
-
Axis Angle Rate Limit Deadband Angle Rate Limit Deadband 
Roll 10 deg 0.02 deg/sec 1 dcg 40 deg 0.3 deg/sec 5 deg 
Pitch 10 deg 0.02 deg/sec 1 deg 40 deg 0.3 deg/sec 5 deg 
Yaw 10 deg 0.02 deg/sec 1 deg 
R,P&Y 10 deg 0.02 deg /sec 1 deg 
Roll 10 deg 0.02, T > 60 1, T < 60 
0.01, T < 60 0.1, T > 60 
Maneuver Rate: 0.25 deg/sec VRCS; two deg/sec PRCS 
6.3.2 FLEXIB LE PAYLOAD COMPARISONS. In an attc'mpt to better understand 
the flexible payload /DAP interactkms, data were assembled on other payloads 
simulated at CSDL. These data are summarized in Table 6-5. Since the 
deployed/stowed inertia ratio 'is indicative of the effective mass associated with 
the flexibility, it is significant to note that the only payload that showed signs 
of having a DAP problem had om.! ,of the lowest ratios. That was the RMS-PEP, 
which displayed a significant (21%) increase in RCS propellant consumption. 
However, RMS-PEP did have th€ lowest bending frequency. 
Conside!ring the facts available, it appeared there was some frequency-sensitive 
element in the system that attenuated the structure-induced oscillations of the 
Orbiter before they reached the jet logic. 
Table 6-5. Flexible Payload Compari::;on 
Lowest Deployed Ixx Frequency 
Payload (hertz) Stowed Jxx 
RMS-PEP 0.052 1.19 
Space Telescope 0.566 1. 20 
IUS/TDRS 0.127 1.18 
IUS /Galileo 0.16 1.36 
IUSIDoD1 0.097 1. 25 
Beam. 100m, 100 k~ 0.14 2.00 
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6.3.3 DAP STATE ESTIMATOR. The DAP State Estimator was identified to 
be the frequency-sensitive element in the DAP that WIlS attenuating the beam~ 
induced oscillations. The filter characteristic shown in Figure 6--3 is for the 
default filter gains - those gains the computer uses unless other values are 
specifiE!d. The 0.05 Hz oscillations of the RMS-PEPwere cut in half by the 
filter. and this relatively low mass payload still cam,ed a moder.ate increase in 
propellant consumption. It would appeul' that heavier payloads wi;.h a bending 
frequency of 0.05 Hz or less may have severe probl~ms with the filter as shown. 
Of course. the filter could be changed so that it started cutting off at a still 
lower frequency. but while this would eliminate flexibility problems there could 
be other problems caused by the rate information being too old by the time it 
reaches the phase plane logic. This is an area for further study. However. it 
is clear that if the SCE structure is to evaluate the proven limits of the DAP, 
the first mode bending frequencies must be lowered. 
1.5r------------------------------------, 
1.0 -
. 0.5 
Estimated roll rate 
--Roll rate-
0.2 
I I L._II.---II_---1._.l..1 -.II . ....J...-+-JU-L-.Jo..-I 0.1 
0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.15 
Frequency (Hertz) 
21071416-25 
Figure 6- 3. State Estimator Filter Characteristics 
6.3.4 REDUCING BENDING FREQUENCY. The following techniques were con-
sidered 1:0 reduce the bending frequencyof the SeE structure: 
a. Employing' a longer truss is not feasible due to stowage space limitations. 
h. Reducing the cross-section geometry and moment of inertia of the truss 
requires iterative urlulyses to optimize size and loads capabilities for 
freq uency requirements. 
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c. Providing u tllperod crost>"'soction goometry would significantly inc l'anse the 
cost and complexHy of the deployable structure. 
d. Incl'cnsing the tip muss means incroasing tho strenf~th of tho truss membl1l's. 
which further incl'onscs truss stiffness. 
o. Chnnging matorial to n lowor Illodulu.,; mntcrilll would also reduce loud currying 
cHpnbility of tho truss. 
f. Use of u t10xible Illounting scheme for the deploynblo truss would tond to 
reliuvo bonding londs in the truss. Base mount noxibility (~!ln also roadily 
bo adhlstod during nnnlysis lind would have minimum impl\ct on tho finul 
d~8ign should lute chIUl[{Cs be required. An initial look nt the effocts of 
t10xible mounting on bending frequency showed that for the SOm truss with 
u 400 kft' tip mllss. the first ron bending- modo was reduced from 0,200 Hz 
to 0,04 Hz with 1\ mountin~' stiffness of 105 Nm/l'lId. 
The use of u flexible mount WIlS sl~loctcd to roduce SCE bonding frequency 
bocauso it is the onl~r approach identified thnt has no undesirnble features 01' 
limitations, Since the floxibility will tend to rolievo londs, It is also U [{ood 
cnndidllte for operntional !Hl'P:C st1'~lCt lIro usc beclluso it will minimize the 
strength required while the structuro is in thl1 nttnched modo. 
, 
I 
I 
I 
l 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
SECTION 7 
PRELIMINARY TEST PLAN 
The Space Construction Experiment (SCE) is a basic early Shuttle flight experi-
ment that will develop and test the capabilities of the Space Shuttle system to 
support construction of large space systems. The basic SCE will consist pri-
marily of a large deployable structure equipped with controls t instrumentation t 
ar'd representative subsystems elements to allow testing of Orbiter control during 
and after construction t constru(!tion operations llSing basic Orbiter capabilities t 
and predicted dynamic behavior and control of a large deployable structure 
attached to the Orbiter. 
The SCE will, be integrated into the Shuttle as a secondary payload of opportunity 
with testing to be performed on a noninterference basis with primary payloads; 
7,2 PURPOSE OF THE TEST PLAN 
The purpose of this preliminary test plan is to define the requirements for 
development tests t ground tests t and flight tests of the S CE and to describe the 
test operations t test sequences, and instrumentation concepts for the seE pro-' 
gram. 
7.3 GROUND RULES ANI) ASSUMPTIONS 
The SCE test program shall be conducted in accordance with the following grourid 
rules and assumptions: 
u. Flight qUalification testing will be primarily perfornled at the sy~tem level 
to minimize the cost of verifying overall flight worthiness of the experiment. 
b. Major flight qualification tests are planned using JSC facilities. 
c. The flight test operations will be conducted at KSC and aboard the STS 
Orbiter. 
d. Only one test article shall be produced fOl' ground and night testing. 
e. The development test program may be initiated prior to Phase C ID to per,- , 
form preliminary investigations Ilnd g!'ound test simulations using prototype' 
and mockUp hardware, 
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7.4 TEST PROGRAM SUl\iMAHY 
'rh!) proliminHry test prOKl'llm plun is summarized in Fi(n,ll'o 7·-1. The dovelopment 
tes:ting phHse will nilow system l'equireiYionts to bo do fined for the pl'Op.;rfl.lll Phu!'o 
elI> desig'n llnd development effort. Tlh1 flight qualificntion tests will vorify the 
flight worthiness, environmental compatibilty, nnd functionul cnpHbility of tho 
SCH, Pinna for t1i{~ht tost follow tho flow llS shown. 
[
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Figure 7-1, Top Level Test Program Summary 
7,5 TEST PLAN 
7,5, 1 DEVELOP~IENT TES'~ S. The pt'l~lilllinHl'Y dovcloplll\)nt (Cst program is 
sUl1ll11llrized in-THb~~'i~Hrly investig-ntlon nnd dl.lvo!olw,ent l){' components 
will be required to support the Ilnticipated short-term Pl'of~l'nl1l span. Ad!lptin~ 
existing t1ip;ht-qUHlificd torque wheels lind rate \;'Yl'OS to t!lis application will be 
Ii long'-lend-timo consideration. iIInnufacturinp; of tho deploynllie tl'USS wiII be n 
Itllljor cost driver nnLl will I'uquiro some technolog'Y development to Hchiuvo (\ 
cost·-effl.lctivu dcsig'n. 
Eat'ly tests utilizing Ii prototype truss se!;ment will ensure cO~11PHtibility of the 
finnl truss desig'n with tho operational ellvironment (handling. construction. 
tl'll11Sportlltion). It will also allow structural teHt tN~hnjques to be devo!oped 1'01' 
cOl'rolation of full--scalo IHlsembly dynamics with Hnnl~rsiH nnd subnssolllbly tests. 
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TElble 7-1. Pi'eiiminal'Y Dovelopment Test Progrum Summary 
P------------,-----------r---- ,--------------~~-----------'------------.~ 
• Components 
- Tc.rquQ wh€)o!:/rnle gyro 
- Tl1uss lubss a Utllilgs 
- Attactunenl IiItlngll 
• Prototype hlirdware 
- TnJlls 1l6gm3nl 11 elementa 
• EVAIRMS leilis 8. slmulallooa 
-' Adapt qusHlIlld components 
- Metm1.a!a 4 pror.!ucebl~ly 
- A~pl awllable technology 
- Opsml/{)olIl cornpallbl!tty 
- Predlcllvo losl lechniqu-aa 
• COlIslruction opemlkma Misty 11 
elflcwl'cy In efmulalGd IlrmcelOfbl!GT 
working environment 
• Flight oxparimsnl humsn lcetors 11 
design r@qulromools 
• T1meUne$ 11 proco)dur98 
• Enlw:'c!!d computer Ilimullliion 
- Domonlliralfl epM)e-compnil~ dllmi)1I( 
- low-GTE. /ow-coBI otrncturril 
psrlru-MMCO 
- In!camle Inlo otrucluto 
- Support EVAIRMS Ql"Ound tStll3 
- Space 6iructur(!) pCllfOOnllollCI't predl(:l!on 
• Oov$l0P mMuGJ tootll 11 leclmlquell 
o Ool/Glop (UtItCllllll) ov.pertrn~nt ooOOJdaltls 
o Oevc!op RMS-oldoo doplovmenl " 
ElIlSemi>ly IGChnlqufl8 & tools 
• Oov\tlop I'GIllrninl. IYlImlil&l!on 11. AMS 
hMd1inO d:wlc€ll) 
• Develop etowaglJl Il.rrnngctnool8 a 
techniques 
• DAP Iltn1l!I~,lkln mnrtlytlls 01 combln9d 
f!sxlblo Ofbllcr/f!(l:tlllla tlruch.l!'G 
EVA/RMS tests and simulations will be required to develop the complete experi- • 
ment pnckage (suitcase experiments. tools. accessories. and procedures). These 
tests will be performed at JSC's Manipulator Development Facility (l\1DF) and 
Weightll3ss Environment Test Facility (WETF). 
The capability to perform DAP computer simulations of the combined flexible 
Orbiter and flexible test structure will allow a greater level of refinement in the 
design of the experime'nt "and greater confidence in the predicted Orbiter/ 
experiment behavior. 
7.5.2 FLIGHT QUALIFICATION TESTS. The flif;ht qualification test program 
is structured to ensure tile safety andfunctionru reliability of the SCE at mini-
mum cost. Environmental testing is minimized by performing major tests nt the 
integrated system level to preclude numerous individual component and sub-
assembly tests. The test levelA. test specimens. Hnd tests required are shown 
in Table' 7-,~ nnd I1rc de~cribed as follows: 
H. Component level te!:lts will bo conducted on tht;! structured truss eleme:lt_ 
Th:B includes struts. hinges. and fittings. Thermal vacuum tests of struts 
and fitting's will bo performed to vCl'ify hent timcs for characteristics of 
components to support thermal modding and joints. Thermal cycling tests 
will verify bonded joint integrity nnd thermul stability charactel'istics. 
Humidity tests will verify moisture resistance charHcteristics of composite 
material components for outgassing considerations. 
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Table 7-2. Preliminary Flight Qualification Test Progrum Summary 
- --
l!lIMit 
fethll:! 
IiGM An 
, ________ ....;;;;::::...{-tGjlCl 
Component laval 
• Truss elements 
Subassembly level 
• Damper package 
o Truss segment 
• Doproymantcarrmge 
• Controls 
Assembly level 
• Deployable truss assembly 
Integrated system 
• Truss assembly. cradle & 
8l(perimants 
Stn Ictt.!l1lil 
Bslng Ph 
Stru cturai 
X 
X 
X 
X 
\!C@Ul.Uuot 
Ul$~iM4 
I1I~Cl.lMm VI~1Btl\)i'I 
-
Heat 
transfor 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
b. Subassembly level tests will be conducted on: 
ACl'luteal@ Ii?,,';\: G~I!1;11 Cllmt'lt!;) 
.-
ThsnnaJ 
cycilng & 
humldUy 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X ~~-
L The damper torque Wheel/rate gyro puclmge will be functionally tested 
in ambient conditions to set up the phasing. The package will be tested 
for EMC and subjected to a functional th~rmal vacuum test .. 
2" 
3" 
Structural tests of a production segment of deploYHble truss will be con-
ducted to measure stiffness and damping characteristics to support' 
structural dynamic modElling. 
The deployment carriage will be run through a long series of operating 
cycles in thermal vacuum to confirm its durability and reliability. It 
will also be tested fot' EMC. 
4. The aft deck controls panel and controller package will be functionally 
tested by supporting the damper and cm'riege tests. They will also 
be vibration tested individually and EMC tested. 
c. An assembly level test of the completely assembled deployable truss and 
deployment mechanism will be conducted. The truss will be deployed and 
retracted horizont!l.lly with the aid of support rollers /cables. The packaged' 
assembly complete with tip mass and damper pnckllg(~ will be shock tested. 
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The asaembled SCE payload will be delivered to JSC and tested in the 
sequence shown in Figure 7-2. Ambient tests and operations to be con-
ducte(i in the MD F include: 
1. Crew training exercises 
2. RMS aided deployment exercises 
3. Partial automatic deployment /retraction exercises 
4. Experiments in'stallation. test, and Sl-lWage exercises 
5. Problem solving and flight test procedures updating 
EMC test will be conducted at ambient conditions, followed by acoustic, 
random vibration, and thermal vacuum test of the SCE truss. cradle, and 
expE!riments package. 
7.5.3 FLIGHT TEST PREPARATIONS. Following flight qUalification testing at 
JSC, the! seE will b~· shipped to KSC for flight test preparation activities. These 
will includ€!: 
a. Off-line preparation including refurbishment, final instrumentation installa-
tion I and checkout. 
'1>. Level IV integration of experiment, ore.dle. and (}ontrols to verify mechanical / 
electrical interfaces, payload to Orbital" interfaces using the Cargo Integra-
tion Test Equipment (CITE). and EMI/El\W compatibility testing. 
Ie. Level III III integration to prepare the SCE for final installation into the 
Shuttle. This includes installation of this real protection hardware, installa-
tion of experiments on the cradle, and final securing of the test truss to the 
cradle. 
d. Level I installation of the SCE in the Orbiter cargo bay and installation of 
interface hardware and aft flight deck controls. This includes final checkout 
of controls and instrumentation and validation of electrical interfaces. 
~DIE"T OPERATIONS 
JSC 
MMlIPUI.ATOR 
DEVelOPMENT 
FACII.ITY 
(MDF) 
RANDOM {-3~ ~COUSTIC • VIBRATION 
JSC 
ACOllSTIC TEST 
F/ICILITY (GVl) 
JSC 
VIBRATION LAB 
(GVl) 
Fig"ure 7-2. Qunlification Test Sequence 
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7.5.4 FLIGHT TEST/MISSION OPERATIONS. The flight test sequence will 
require -two dayS-oTt"he -t-O'tuCiiiIssion. Tli(;-rlrst few days in orbit will be used 
to deploy the satellite payloads. Following these operations the SeE activities 
will be initiated. 
The flight test operations sequen(le and timelines for the first day of the experi--
ment are shown in Figure 7-3. The first day's activities will include a series of 
controlls and dynamics tests primnrily aimed at verifying or defining the limits 
and characteristics of the Orbiter DAP. The major test sequences are described 
in Figure 7- 4. 
The day one experiments will be conducted by the payload specialist and the 
pilot und/or mission Hpeciaiist working at the aft flight doclt control and display 
panels.. The payload specialIst will control and monitor the experiment while 
the pilot performs RMS Opel'o.tions and controls the roll maneuvers. 
P,e~~lrIlCiGIl 
10n~~ 
Man control 
slatkmll 
.. Cocllplt 
.. AMS 
.. SeE panel 
CcnUnN A !laruetural dynemh:lIl Isee 
4 mIn 
Deploy 'J-Ian bays _. 
--
QQ;<IlIlr() from toea 
Bmln 15m!n 
Le> Rolmcl 
Inspect 
6Kperimenl oxpellmoot i-----+: 
• RMS-TV 
46 rn~,' 
'~~;:::'~"""---"""'lI 
InlHll! 
dlJlp!oynmnt 
e. .. Un!Qlch!:4 
c> Anna m!s;iad 
• Sido mem~!S 
4m!1l 75 min 
Tallt FuMy Test 
~equence ~--i" _d_a_PI_O_Ved _______ ~_(lq_U_o_nc_:cJ. 
15mln 
Slow 
AM$ --
15m.;..10 __ ......, 
1J"6curo -~ (;ootlOl statlonll 
Fig-ure 7- 3. Flight Test Operations Sequence and Timelines for Duy 1 
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Figure 7-4, Structural Dynamics and Control Test Sequence 
The objectives of the structural dynamics and control test sequences are: 
a. Determine the effect of the test structure flexibility and vi0ration on the 
Olt'biter and DAP, 
b, Determine the effect of Orbiter-induced dynamics on the test structure, .. 
c, Meusure minimum modal dampi.ng ratios, 
d. THst dynumic modeling accuracies. especially ut higher modes. 
The test sequence is designed to upproach the effects on the DAP in a cautious 
manner by starting at partial deployment and incrementally reducing damp in g, 
If necr~ssary, providons cun be incorporated to vary the tip mass and pointing 
limit . 
The construction opel'ations test sequence will be conducted on the second day 
of the experiment, This test sequence, illustrated in Fi[jure 7- 5, includes seve~'al 
assembly and installution tnsks thut require manuul and EV A-assisted operations" 
The EVA tusl{s will be performed by the mission specialist nnd the commander, , 
The payload specialist will continue to control and monitor the SeE fr0m the aft 
t1.ight dec]\: control and display panel. while tIl€! pilot performs the RMS operations, 
The EVA will remain in effect until ull equipment is fully stowed for reentry 
Ilnd landing, 
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Figure 7- 5. Construction Operations Test Sequence and Timelines for Day 2 
As selm from the timeline. the actual amount of time available to perform con-
struction operations is limited by the preparation. removal. and restowage and 
securilng time. The rationale for the operations selected is discussed in Section 3.2. 
7.5.5 POST-MISSION OPERATIONS. After descent. landing. safing. etc .• the 
SCE will be inspected visually fOl;eVidence of hard use or damage. It will be 
removed from the Orbiter and tra.nsported to a designated site for further 
evaluation. 
Data tapes of recorded flight experiment measurements wiH be transmitted to 
the contractor's facilities for reduction and analysis. 
7.6 OPTIONAL SPACE CONSTRUCTION EXPERIMENTS 
7.6.1 OPTION CONCEPT ~. As an alternative to perfoDiii1inlr the 8er1e8 of 
EV A /RMS operations descri'ued in Section 7.5.4. an experim.ent that would 
maneuver and connect a truss member to a truss could be performed, as shown 
in Fig-ure 7- G. This type experiment could be accomplishe€.i within eost guide-' 
lines fol' the SCE since it requil'E~S little additional hurdwrurc to perform. The 
advantag'cs of performing this experiment are: 
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Figure 7-6. Optional Construction Experiments Concept 1 
a. It would be similar to the mass properties represented by an antenna reflector _ 
mounted to a long feed mast, either by edge mounting or from a support arl:n •. 
This would allow dynamic charHcteristics of that type of Ul'l'ungement to be 
tested. 
b. It 'would test the capability of the RMS to maneuver and position a piece of 
flexible structure. 
c. It would allow an in-space demonstration of a truss-to-truss joining operation 
to be performed. 
d. The! disconnection and reconncction of service lines would be demonstrated 
due to the presence of electrical and possibly fluid lines along the length of 
the truss. 
7.6.2 OPTION CO!'!,Q.EPl!. A second alternative construction operations experi-' 
mont that would provide a greater challenge to the manned construction activities 
sequence would be to employ two to four deployable Iretractable coiled truss 
assemblies to produce a planar structure as shown in Figure 7-7. This more com·' 
plex structural arrangement would demonstrate a higher degree of assembly opera-
tions complexity. The planar strueture woul.d also cause the vibl'lltion modal 
spectrum to become more densely populated. This would cnhanee the DAP effeCts' 
testing by cHusing the Orbiter to see more modes in the lower frequency range 
where it is most sensitive. 
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Figure 7-7. Optional Construction Experiment Concept 2 
Although this option has merit. its principal disadvantages are: 
a. Higher cost due to more extensive hardware requirements. 
b. May impact sto\vage space available to the SCE. 
\. 
.lOD1141S·U 
c. This type of construction has no specific applications to which it can be related. 
7.7 INSTRUMENTATION PLAN 
Instrumentation requirements for the SCE are summarized in Table 7-3. 
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Table 7-3. SeE Instrumentation Requirements 
~ 
-
Measurement Dcstription TYfl~ of Samor 
-
Starboard Roll Brace Load Load Cell 
Port Roll !lraco Load lrod Call 
Starboard Pitch Brace Load Load Cell 
Port Pitch Brece Load Load Cell 
Truss Lonnoron Axial Load Stl11in Gauge 
Truss Diagonal Strut Axial Load Strain Gauge 
Truss Nodll Fitting Axial Load Strain Gauge 
Starboard Carriage Motor Tomporature TharmocclUpla 
Port Carriage Motor Temperature Thermocou~lle 
Starboard Latch Actuator Tempornturo Thormocouple 
Port Latch Actuator Tempei1lturo Thermocouplo 
Dampor Motor Temperature Thermocouplo 
Z·Axis Trllss AccelGi1ltion Accelsoometer 
V·Axis Truss Acce!eflltion Accelorometor 
X·Axis Truss Accaleration Accolerometer 
Z·Axis R~te Rntf! Gyro 
V·Axis Rat.e Rato Gyro 
X·Axis Rate Rate Gvro 
StarbOflfd Carriage Position EncodGf 
Port C'rriage Position Encoder 
Torquo Whoal Response EncodGf 
-
Uty 
1 
1 
1 
1 
12 
24 
24 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
6 
'{-l1 
'-------~;-------------------' 
l oClltillo 
Cradle I ntol 
Cradle Intor 
lace 
lace 
Cradic Inter fa co 
Cradle IntGI faco 
Truss Bay N o. 10, 20, & 31 
0.10.20, & 31 
0.10,20, III 31 
ing 
Truss Bay N 
Truss Bav N 
Motor Hou$ 
Motor Houl ing 
Solenoid H ousing 
Solsnllid H Qusing 
Motor Houl 
Truss Statio 
Tru~s Statio 
ing 
nO, 6, 12, Ill, 24 
nO, 6, 12, 18,24 
Remarks 
Test Measurement 
Truts Statio nO, 6, 12, 18,24 Trot M511rJlemant 
Domper Zl 
Dampor V1 
Damper Xl 
Carriage 
Carriage 
Dampor 1110 
& Z2 T(Ij,1 & Control MoaslIromont 
& Y2 Tett & Control Measuromen~ 
& X2 Test 8. Control MC!l$uremont 
Control Measuremont 
Control Measuroment 
tors Control Measuremont 
8.1 cor3T ANALYSIS 
SECTION 8 
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM PLAN 
Preliminary ROM cost estimates have been developed for a series of candidate 
spac:e construction experiment concepts, to aid in their evaluation and selection, 
and a refined estimate has been made for the selected configuration. Because 
of the limitations on experiment definitivn and time for the estimating task itself, 
a parametric modeling approach was used that is well suited to providing timely 
estimates early in the desig!l definition proo:''<lss. . 
8 .1.1 METHODOLOGY. The parametric cost model used for this analysis is an 
adaptation of our Space System Life Cycle Cost (SSLCC) model tailored specifi-
cally fOl' the Space Construction Experiment (SCE). The SSLCC model was 
developed in-house over the last several years and ufied extensively for the 
SCAFEDS. Geostationary Platform Study, OTV study, and other studies of simi-
. lar flight vehicles. ' 
Initially a cost-related work breakdown structure (WES) was developed that 
includes all elemer,ts chargeable to the space construction experiment project (0.1' . 
each program phase; specifically development, product].on, and operations 
(Section 8.1.3), (Operations costs were not, however, addressed in this study.) 
This cost WBS then sets the format for the estimating model, the individual cost 
estimating relationships (CERs), cost factors, or specific point estimate l'equire:-
ments, and finally the cost .estimate output itself. Eetimates are then made for . 
each cost element either at the breal.down level shown or, in certain cases, one. 
level lower. These estimates are then accumulated to provide the cost for each' 
program phase. 
The estimating methodology varies with the cost element and with the historical 
data or supplip.r estimate availability, etc. For new non-off-the-shelf hardware, 
parametric CERs are used. These CERs have been derived for various families 
of l,ardware and many subcategories representing differing levels of complexity. 
They are derived from available historical cost data or detailed estimating infor--
mation and relate cost to a specific driving parameter such as weight, area, 
power output, etc. For example. the various experiment structural items were 
estimated using CERs. 
Engin(~ering point estimat(;s \'/e1'e used for specific pieces of lmown equipment 
where the definition data were sufficiently detailed 01' the hardware item was 
existing equipment and cost data were available. A typical example of this type' . 
of estimate is for the ROM estimates for some of the dynamic test equipment 
(gyros, etc.). 
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The remaining "floating item" cost elements, such as system engineering Bnd 
integra.tion, program munug'ement, etc .• are c:;timatcd using cost factors con-
sisting of appropriat~ percentages of the applicable related program effort. 
The nonrecurring or development phase includes all of the one--time tasks and 
hardw£tre to design and test the experiment. It includes the design and analysis 
for all ground nnd flight hardware including structural tUlalysis, stress, 
dynamics. thermal, mass propertiEls. etc. Tho nonrecurring category also 
includ(~s all component development and test through component qualification 
as well. as all component development test hardware. In addition. this phaso 
includc~s: software development. syste:n engineering and integration; system 
level test hardware and engineering test prototype and qua.lification article; 
and system test. (Since the protoflight approach will be used for this experi-
ment. a single flight vehicle will be manufactured and all system level testing will 
be accomplished using the flight vehicle. which. will then be refurbished and up-
dated to flight configuration.) Also included are GSE design. development. test • 
and manufacture; facilities; and overall program managoment und administration. 
The production phase (unit cost ostimate) includes all tasks and hardware nec-
essary to fabricate one complete set of flight hnrdwar~ equipment. It includcsall 
material and component procurement. parts facric3tion, subassembly. and final 
assembly. In addition. this category includes the required quality control/ 
inspection task. an acceptance test procedure for sell-off to the customer. and 
program management and administration activities accomplished during the 
manufacturing phase. 
Operating costs and Shuttle user charges were not included in the cost analysis 
at this time. 
8.1.2 GROUND RULES AND ASSUl\n~TIONS. The general ground rules llnd 
assumptions governing the subsequent cost estimates ai'e: 
a. Costs are estimated in CO!1stant 1981 dollars. 
b. Prime contractor fee is not included. 
c. Costs are fer the design. development. nnd fubrication of a single. flyable 
experiment. 
d. All system testing required is accomplished using' the fLight article hUl'dwnre 
which is then refurbished for flight. 
e. No mission operations or Shuttle user charges nre presently included. 
f. The cost estimates presented nrc rOUl{h-order-0f-mngnitude costs for 
planning' purposes only. 
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8.1.:J WORK BREJi.KDOWN STRUCTUnE (WDS). The WBS h~ n comprehemlivb 
brcnkdo .... -;norall progl'l~mlife cyclo ~utel~\}l'ized or sorted into sevornl 
levels 01' hardware und tusk 01' fUll(_~tion-ol'iontod end itc1ms. Tho was. thus. 
sorvos to id~ntify the cost olements to be included in the cost nnruysis tRsit. 
This WBS contains all of tho hnrdware and tusks Hssocinted with Phaso C /D 
development ntld test, fubrication of the t1ight hnrdwnre. t\nd the Ilctivities 
incurred during the tost night itsolf. It sorves at'> tho bl\sic format for cost 
repm-Ung llnd pl'ogrnmmutic dlltlll. und to organi:r.o, plan, ~U1d llHUlU!{O the sub-
seqUt:mt l'!'ogrum. The WBS developed for tho SGE is shown gl'uphicnlly in 
Figure 8-t. and each l11ement is briefly defined below. 
1.1 J FU;ht 
ExIlQrimoflt 
D~dafl t. 
OGIIWlo{lUlI:;!t 
1.1.1 Truu 
1. 1.1. DVIl~mic 
Tast EQuip. 
1.1.3 RMS/EVA 
1.2 
!'lIGht 
hp@rim&nt 
Fabrication 
1.2. 1 Trun 
1.2.2 Dvnn~.lit 
TI\'5t Equip. 
1.2.3 RMSIEVA 
Tt" Equip. hst Equip. 
1.1.4 F:lE 1.2.4 FSE 
...!..1.5 S"tt1!>'att ...!..2.5 IA a. CO -
1.3 ' 
SV\'1QR15 
EI\~illnfhln 111 
Int0\l1'tl tillll-
,"--,---
1.0 
Space 
ConstfUttion 
Exll0rim~nt 
Prollrem 
r 1.4 U 1.6 1.7 SYlt~!l'I Sjlam Ground Opmtlom Yurt SlIl1part Equipment 
-
i 
Fig-uro 8-1. Splice Construction Expol'imont wns 
1.8 
f'l'ogmlll 
F."«Ie!ll{l~Mllt 
WBS 1.0 ~pace Con~i0!l_].~()r\I1Ient_Pl'\lJI!:~ - This WBS Q\oll1ont 
SUllHlHll'izos n11 dfol't and material l'oquil'od fot' tho dosip;n. dl~velopmt}nt. 
fabrication. assembly. tost Hnd ehockout. nnd 0pt.ll·l\tion of the SCE. 
WilS 1.1 Fli~U~criIllOl!.~ Dl'Big:!l...nnd Q~~=~~ll)l?ll\el\t - Tho design nnd. 
development Ilctivitios include 1\11 tns\ts Hild hnl'liWltl'e for deaif~n lind 
dovdopment find testing of the SeE. It inc1udt~s the rl1q\lh't~d desif{1l 
Hnd nl1nlysis fol' n11 ~round. Hnd t1ig-ilt hardware. indud.in~ stl'ucturnl 
analysis. stress. dynamics. thOl'l1lHl. !l1l\8S prop,)rties. ett~. T!lis nonrtJ-
cUl'l'in~ cute gory includes tooling'. COI111'OI1\)I\t dl~vcl0pll1l'nt. lind i0St 
thr()\l~th component quulification. Il~ well us all compOlwnt development 
tost hlll'dwure. This elemont also includes soft wltre dcve!llpment. 
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W JaS 1.1.1 Truss - The deployable truss is the primnry structural '11ement 
boing tested. It has a diamond 01'038 section and 31 bays and is constructed 
of composite materials. Also included arc the deployment mechanism. exped-
mont support elements. and the tip muss. 
was 1.1.2 Dl~amic Test I£quipment - The equipment includes torque wheels 
and wheel controllers t gyros. accelerometers t microprocessor and lope con-
troller. and theu' wiring harness. This equipment excites and measures 
vibrational modes and provides active damping. 
wns 1.1. 3' Rl'i!S lEV A Test Equipment - The RMS lEV A test equipment in-
cludes dummy ttblnclt boxes" and attachment fittings t n dummy cabling 
harness and attach fittings. a portable EV A work stand t and special RMS 
end pieces. 
WBS 1.1.4 Flight ~~ort Equipment (F~.E) -- The FSE consisis of the 
equipment supporting structure t a data acquisition system nnd a rocorder t 
and an Orbiter aft flight doclt control panel. 
was 1.1. 5 SOl.'tware - This was element consists of nll lubor t mnterial t and 
computer l'e~ources necessary to provide validated seE night software. It 
includes the design t Pl'op';I'Hmming. vulidation t und verification. 
WBS 1. 2 !2!1~ht EX~ler~_t Fabrication - The night experiment fnbricutioil· 
cost element includes all tasks und hurd ware necessary to provide one com-· 
plete set of flight hardware equipment. It includes all lllnterial find component 
pt'ocurement t parts fabrication, subassembly t and finnl nssl~mbly. In addi-
tion t this category includes the required quality control/inspection task. an 
a<:ceptance test procedure for sell-off to the customer. and progrnm lll/mnge-
mont Ilnd administration activities accomplished during the manufactUl'inl{ 
phase. 
WUS 1. 2.1 through WUS 1. 2.4 SUbsystems - Sce Above. 
WUS 1. 2.5 ~nt£g'ration _~~sembly and Che~J<out - This WBS elelmmt consists 
of all effort and materials required to accomplish subsystem installation. final 
assembly. checkout. and acceptnnce testing of til.} platform; lind the instnllu--
tion integration t c}leckout. and acceptance testing of n11 mission payloads 
curried on the plutform. Tlwse are ull ground activities Hnd culminate in 
sdl-off to the customer (DD::!50). 
WBS 1.3 §.ystems En.J.'0neerI.~~ and l2.:.!!?Ji!~s.~t?n - This WBS element ,um·-
mHrizes 1111 system level studies. analyscs. und trndcorrs to support the 
development of requirt1ments. specification. and il1terfnees necessary to··_ 
direct and control the design of the overall system. It also includes nH 
mission studies and annlyses to establish requirements Hnd planning' rot' all 
phnses of the mission Hnd lo!~istics nctivitios. It 111so includes all product 
aSSUl'uncc netivities consisting of safety. reliability. mnintninability qunlity 
assurance. Hnd parts. muterinl. processes (P~,IP) control. 
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\IIns 1. 4 System T~~ - This WBS element summarizes fill effort und hl\X'd-
wnre l'cquired to conduct Ilnd sup[:.Ol't uU major plntt'm'm and nysh'nl lovel 
tosting necessary to l"efino and vnlidnto the do sign and verify the accompli3h-
m~nt of the development objectives, They may include but not be limited to 
full scnle structural tests, integrnted platform avionics tests, all-Up platform 
functionll.l tests, Ilnd pnylond functional !lnd intogration testing, Thi::l elemont 
includes test article rofurbishment Ilnd reconfiguration; test planninl~'. tost 
annlysis. prepH1'stion, und test OpOl.'lltions; as well IlS tes~ soft WU1'O and tost 
support Ilctivities. 
WUS 1.5 Spares - This wns elOllllmt includes the procuremont and/or fllbri-
cution of all spnre Ilnd repair pnrts necessilry for tho development Ilnd operll-
til()nlll p{!riod, 
WBS 1.6 Ground Su~Equipm~nt (GSE) - This WBS element summarizos 
nll effort and mnteriul l"nquil'od to dofb.a. design, develop, test and qualify, 
procure, fabl'icllto. asso:nblo. and clwelt out ull GSE requit'od to support the 
seE during the developmont, mnnufl',cturing, and operations phaso, It 
includes ull necessury hnndling and trnnspol'tation equipment, and functionnl 
checkout equipment, 
WBS 1. 7 QE.~H·lltion8 - This was o!(~m0nt 8ummnl'izes all of the .)ffort and 
materinls required to support tho SCE project during' Us opol'ntioilnl phose, 
It includes nll t:rround operation nud STS intogrntion activities, flir~ht nnt! . 
mission Opel"tltions, !lud operations support. 
wns 1.8 PI'OS'l::.lUll l\1!inHl~clllent - This WUS clement summarizes nIl of tho 
effort required to mnnng-e, direct, Imd control tho entire SCE prog'rum, 
These functional tusks und activities include planning, ol'g'unizing, budg'etilli{, 
s(~heduling'. directing, and controlling' other ntiministl'ntive tnsks to onsu1'O 
thllt the ovcrull objectives of tho pl'Ogrulll nrc Ilceomplishcd, 
8.1.4 CANDIDATE SCE C9_~T E:~TIl\tATE~. During tho initial portion of this 
study" many candidate expol'imonts wm'o examined vHl'ying in both sizo and com-
plexity, drivon by differing tost objectives. Tho technical dl1Sl!l'ipt ion of t1wso 
Clllldidllte concepts nrc discus~~od in Section ... Tho pl'incipnl differonccs involve 
mounting position Hnd, hence. support stt l1ctUl'O, tho inclusion of Hl\lS /EVA 
experiments, one concopt hHvinl~ H freo t1ying' cllpnbility, lind ono eoncept . 
involving beHm joining, The definition of tho~'lO config'urntions wus thon usnd to 
input tho cost model describod abovo Hnt! produco desiti'n und ,dovelopmont cost 
and t1ig'ht urticlo cost, The:le costs were g'cnornted for the most pllrt para-
metrically based on preliminary hm'dwlIl'c size imd perfol'mnnl.:c PIll'lIllwtors, Using' 
thn model in this I11nnIHH', oven with pl'oliminlll'Y input d.efinition data, producos 
crcdiblo rolativo cost datH rot' use h concept compilritmr\ evalulItiOlW. The costs. 
W01'O estimated Ilt the hardware assembly or componont llwol Ilnd 111'0 l'()spom;ivQ·to 
definition chnng'es Ilt that level. 
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Tho results of those analyses are shown in T!lbl€l 8-1, nnd the costs for ciovelop-
ment and nig'ht nrUcle fnbl'ication mllY be soon for ouch concopt. Two deployable 
beam truss configurations woro estimated f01' mont of tho concepts, ono being a 
diamond cross-section, and tho othOl' !l simpler triangular cross-section. The 
difference in cost vUl'ied betwoen 10 and 20% in fillvings for the tl'iungulllr beam. 
Table 8-1. Alternative Concept Preliminary Cost Estimate (1981 $M) 
"""" -
.. _---
Diamond BI..1am Triangular BI Him 
Con( mpt Dev Unit Total Dev Unit . rotal Remarks 
- - -
·,/ 
1 
2 
2 
5.5 1.2 6.7 5.1 1.0 6. 1 With RMS lEV A Experiments 
2 
3 
4 
5 
A 
B 
4.5 
6.5 
11. 2 
4.8 
-
5.5 
1.4 5.9 
1.6 8.1 
2.7 13.9 
1.5 6.3 
- -
1.7 7 ,} ... 
3.8 O.S 
- -
- -
4.2 1.1 
3.2 0.8 
5.0 1.6 
-
4.6 No BV A Experiments 
5.3 
4.0 
With RMS/EVA Experiments 
Free Flyer 
No BV A Exporiments 
Highly Simp!.ified Concept 
8.1.5 SELECTED EXPERIl\lENT COST ESTIMATES. Following the selection of. 
the pl'ot:el'redconcept (V el:8i~m 2A}t'l'om tile curididutos examined in t he first· 
phase of the study, additiollul antuysis provided increased design definition detail 
and refined input parnmetel's used in the cost analysis. Using this llpdnted 
information, new cost estinl\\tcs were mnde for the selected SCE as defined. The 
results of this analysis H1'e presented in Tuble 8-2, The total cost for the design, 
dev4~lopment, fabrication. and test of the SCE is approximlltely $91\1. The experi-
ment t1ig'ht hnrdware fubrication I1ccounts for about $1. 8M and the remaining . 
$7.2M is required for desi\r,n and antuysis, component dovelopment Ilud test, 
system eng'ineel'ing, the system level test. prog"ram. and program llHlIlap:ement; 
It should be noted that aU system level testing Hnd integration is conducted 
using the t1ig'ht expm'iment equipment that is subsequently refurbished to t1i1~ht 
confi!~urntion. Also included in this dcsig'n and development cost is software nt 
$0. ~!l\I. gl'ound support equipment at $0,25[\1, Hnd spnl'e nnd repair parts at 
$0. :~l. 
The majority of the hHrdware desig'n nnd development cost is required for 
structure and mechanisms including the truss i.tself. its deployment mechanism. 
nnd the supporting structure (FSE) for mountinf{ the SCE in the Shuttle payload 
bay, The dynamic test equipment is considered ns virtually all off-tile-shelt' 
equipment such as gyros and accelerometers HIlll very little in the wny of c6m.":. 
ponent development will be l'(>quil'cd. Only n nomimu cost allownnco is required 
for the Hl\IS lEV A test equiplllimt in thut there nrc mnss nnd form mockups only 
to establish the feasibility of tlt:tllehinl~ equipment to the truss beilm. 
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Table 9-2. Preliminary ROM Cost Estimatos 
,---"'----- , .... _-----------------
COST (19tH M$) 
-----------------------,---------
----_._--------------------
Flight Hardware 
Structure 
Dynamic Test Equipment 
RMS /EV A Test Equipment 
Flight Support Equipment 
Assy, Integration, 8& C/O 
Design 81 Develop 
2.10 
0.48 
0.18 
1. 98 
Software 0.20 
System Engineering & Integration 0.43 
System Test 1.00 
GSE 0.25 
0.19 
Facilities o 
Program Management 0.34 
TOTAL 7.15 
GRAND TOTAL 8.97 
Fabrication 
0.92 
0.23 
0.07 
0.33 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
1. 82 
Operations costs were not estimated at this time but would consist of transporta-
tion (to KSC), and ground operations for preparation for STS installation and 
postflight disposition plus support activities during the flight itself. 
8.1. 6 ANNUAL FUNDING REQUIREMENTS. Annual funding requirements by 
fiscal year for development andflight-;u·ticle fabric:ltion were generated by 
sprcuding individual cost elements in nccordance with the subs(~quent progrnm 
schedule discussed below. These annual funding requirements for the selected 
SCE UIloe presented in Figure 8-2. 
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Figure 8-2. SeE Annual Funding Requirements 
8.2 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Based on the overall program 8cope of this Space Construction E}cperiment (SCE) 
and the desired milestones, a summary pt'ogram development schedule was 
established. This program master schedule is shown in Figure 8-3. 
The approach used to develop the master schedule was to first establish the 
overall program milestones. All major functional task areas were then identified, 
together with the necessary sequence of major activities and events. These wel'C 
to inlClude the sequence of functions and tasks required for each of the princi~ 
pal phases: experiment development and test, flight article fabrication. and 
the operational flight. Once these major milestones and taslts were identified. 
deta.i.led program milestones. task durations, and other pertinent data were laid 
out in the master program schedule. The key activities of each functional tusk 
area discipline nre identified and time-phased relationships to each other and to 
the external program milestones such as Shuttle activities are determined. Tile 
interfaces und relationships between these activities and the program milestones 
werE! thus identified. This progrum muster schedule serves as a focal point for 
displuying and evaluating interfuce constraints and time-'critical dements. 
The overull desig'n and development schedule for this experiment provides for 11 
24-month development program leading to the flight test in Nov(~mbel' 1984 as an 
earliest flig'ht opportunity. Examination of STS truffic model (STS Flight Assign-
ment Baseline - dated 15 December 1980) hus identified severnl opportunities-to 
fly the SCE over the 15 months following November 1984. The schedule is, 
however. lwyed to this initinl night opportunity, 
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The 24-month development peri.od is judged to be tight but achievable provided 
it is preceded by a Phase A IB definition phase in 19!31 and certoJn ground tests 
and simulations in 1982. 
This Phase A IB information will provide refinement of selected concept and 
tradeoffs. system design datil including preliminary systems specifications. and 
a set of implementation plans including manufacturing. procurement. tef!t. and 
reliability and safety areas. In addition. schedule and resource estimates will 
be produced. The principal outputs from these Phase AlB activities are vali-
dated requirements. a design solution and suppOl~ting ana.lyses. program plans. 
and III preliminary estimate of reGource requirements. The ground tests and 
simulations envisioned include RMS simulations and neutral buoyancy tests using 
the current truss hardware. This information will then provide a firm founda- . 
tion for efficiently proceeding with the subsequent operational system C ID phase 
of activities. 
The planned SCE development is initiated in late CY 1982. Initial design and 
analysis and development milestones include a PrElliminary Requirements Review 
(PRIl) at six weeks and II PreHminary Design Review (PDIO at three months. 
The Critical Design Review (CDR) follows PDR by six months. The firgt tooling 
is available for the purts fabrication in six months, and the overall expedment 
fabrieation is completed at 16 months. Development and system testina- using . 
the flight experiment hardware is completed in abou~ 21 months. at mid CY 1984. 
System testing of the SCE is preceded by the normal component and assembly 
testing in support of the development ::1ffort as well as the required qualification 
cert:U'ications. The test plan activities associated with the SCE development were 
previously discussed in Section '1 of this report. 
The SCE is then transported to ,Tohn F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for a 
two-month period for integration processing and installation into the Space 
Transportation System (STS). This period may be shorter and some of the 
preparation may be conducted at the contractor plant because of NASA desire .. 
to minimize STS cargo on-site residency time at KSC. This period is followed. 
by the operational launch. deployment. and test. After return to earth a 
nominal postflight time allowance is scheduled to handle disposition of flight 
exper'iment and ground support equipment. llnd to analyze and evaluate the 
flight test data. 
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SECTION 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
,~ .... j . 
.I i 
I 
This sl~('tion presents the major conclusions drnwn from the SCEDS Part I study 
effort .and provides recommendations for subsequent program efforts to imple-
ment the development 'plan. 
9.1 CONCLUSIONS 
9.1.1 STRUCTURE 
a. The Convair-developed tetrahedral truss with the diamond cross-section has 
the broadest range of applicability to future large space systems construc-
tion. and is the most representative space structure of the candidates 
considered. 
b. Variations of the tetrahedral truss clln provide a triangular or a square 
cro,ls-section for special purpose applications. 
9,1.2 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
a, Maximum use of the RMS to support deployment operations can greatly 
reduce the cost and complexity of deployable systems. 
b, Controlled linear deployment of space structures is a major safety considera-
tion, It also facilitates progressive assembly techniques for LSS elements, 
For the SCE it allows the control limits of the DAP to be approached slowly 
with variable structure charucteristics, 
c, Space testing of a single deployable primary structural truss beam is an 
essential first step to understanding and predicting the performance and 
beha.vior of large space structm'es attached to the Orbiter because of the 
cost. complexity. and uncertainties of performing full-scale ground tests. 
d, Retraction capability for the SCE will provide a high degree of flexibility 
in selecting' and performing experiment options und provide a reusable flig'ht 
test capability for future subsystems and constl'uction aids. 
e. The seE will contribute Il grenter understanding of the effects of structural 
rattle and bacldash, 
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9.1. 3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
a. The configuration and length of the SCE are greatly dependent upon the 
prImary mission payloads and payload arrangements. 
b. More up-to-date mission assignment data are required to confirm the basic 
experiment design and capabilities. 
c. Jettison of the fully deployed experiment may pose a handling problem for 
tlll~ RMS. 
9.1.4 ANALYSIS 
a. A near-zero CTE is achievable for the SCE structure using graphite/epoxy 
fittings and tubes. 
b. The SCE structure can be: designed for worst-case coatingency loads at a 
penalty to cost. weight. and packaging efficiency. 
9.1.5 FLIGHT CONTROL ANALYSIS 
a. A :rigidly mounted 50m long truss with a 400 k~~ tip mass does not pose a 
problem for the DAP. F'lexible mounting of th(t structure will allow the DAP 
to be challenged by the experiment. help reduce loads in the structure. and 
allow frequencies of the attached structure to be readHy adjusted if required. 
b. The state estimator is the key item in understanding interactions between 
a large space structure and the DAP. 
c. Use of torque wheel Irate gyro type dampers at the tip of the structure is . 
tho most effective way to provide variable damping and structural excitation . 
capabilities for the SeE. 
9.1. 6 TEST PLAN. Experimental time for EVA construction operations is 
severc!.y limited by a one-day work plan. Additional EV As may have to be con-
sidered if more operations exper·imcnts are to be included. 
9.1. 7 PROGRAM PLAN 
a. A late 1984 flight of the SCE is achievable if a program star.t is initiated in 
early 1983 and a compatible mission is available. 
b. ThE: totnl SCE program cost is within the $10M maximum guideline. 
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9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.2.1 SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
a. C()nduct further evaluation of suitable Shuttle missions for accommodati()n 
of the SCE and select the best candidate flights available. 
b. Obtain a preliminary flight assignment f01' SCE. 
c. Further develop and defLle the SCE preliminary design for Shuttle integration. 
9.2.2. FLIGHT CONTROJ..I ANALYSIS 
a. Analyze a new experiment model with reduced modal frequencies for a range 
of mounting stiffness. 
b. Select nn appropriate mounting stiffness and reevaluate truss loads and 
si:dng for prescribed contingency conditions using the Charles Stru.'l\: Draper 
Laboratory dynamic simulation. 
c. Evaluate a slower state estimater in DAP simulation. 
9.2.3 SYSTEM TEST 
a. Prepare plans for ground tests and simulations to further develop system 
requirements. . 
b. Initiate a ground test and simUlation program. 
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